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Abstract 

Flow visualizations of an unstationary free jet are presented. Different potential 
flow models are developed for the description of its two dimensional behaviour. A 
two vortices model is evaluated. The geometry of a two dimensional flanged pipe is 
related to that of a flue organ pipe. Flow simulations of the starting flow inside such 
an organ pipe are presented and compared to flow visualizations. 

The prediction of the vortex pair's front position in both geometries is in rcason
able agreement with experimental data. The presence of a labium inside a flue organ 
pipe is hardly of influence for the instationary jet development during the first 10 ms. 
The two vortices model behaves well merely in the initia! stage ( t ;S 1 ms) of the jet 
formation. A dimensionless representation of the vortex front advancement reveals 
the larger influence of friction for lower pressures. A second order panel method was 
successful only during the initia! stage of the vortex development due to the intrin
sic infinite instability of the vortex layer. A potential flow model based on vortex 
blobs and a boundary element description showed to be very flexible and accurate in 
predicting the time dependent vortex positions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

Abstract 

In large gas transport systems major damage may he caused by aeroacoustical 
oscillations. These oscillations are due to the interaction between hydrody
namic instahilities and acoustical waves in the pipe system. The main goal of 
the investigation is to diminish or rather get rid of flow induced oscillations. 
Different existing models for these systems are evaluated for the geometry of 
a free jet. Simple analytica! models are developed. Also some applications 
in musical acoustics are considered, where on the contrary sound production 
is desired. Since the goal of both subjects of investigation is primarily to 
understand the mechanisms of sound production due tofluid flow in the pipe 
systems, regardless their desirability, both configurations can he dealt with 
using the same theoretica! methods. 

1.1 Closed sicle-branches in industrial pipe systems 

One of the long-term researchprojectsin which the section of gasdynamics & aeroa
coustics of the TUE is involved considers problems in gas distribution. The Dutch 
'Gasunie', a company that exploits the national natural gas reserves, has to face se
vere difficulties because of flow induced resonance in its distribution network. The 
gas distribution from the places where it is produced towards consumers takes place 
using a system of compressor stations, in order to provide a constant pressure in the 
pipe network. Charaderistic pressures are about 60 bar. 

When in the summer the demand for gas diminishes, some compressors are shut 
off, thereby creating a closed sicle-branch connected to the supplying duet. This situ
ation is sketched in figure 1.1. Next to it a visualization shows a vortex structure that 
develops near the upstream edge. The junction of a closed sicle-branch with the main 
pipe has a T-shape and is further called aT-joint. These T-joint configurations may 
induce strong pressure pulsations, as a result of the interaction between vortex shed
ding and aresonant acoustical field. Vibrations off the walls may result in mechanica! 
failure due to metal fatigue. Furthermore, the produced noise that accompanies this 
resonance, might be a significant environmental problem. A final concern involves the 
influence of pulsations on flux measuring instruments. Pulsations appear to induce 
systematic errors in such measurements. The research on this subject is supported 
both by Gasunie and FOM/STW. 
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//////////////////////////// 
__.. __.. 

supply duet --.. gas flow --.. __.. __.. 

vortex sheet 

(a) valve 

compressor 

(b) 

Figure 1.1: Part of the gas distribution network {a). Closing the valve 
can in duce high-intensity acoustic pulsations. (b) Flow visualization of 
the vortex structure near the upstream edge. 

1.1.1 Pulsation, reflection and resonance 

Let us consider the starting flow in the T-joint as it is sketched in figure 1.1. The 
vortical structure on the left, upstream side always occurs for high enough flow speed 
along the side branch. In chapter 2 we will consider the conditions for the occur
rence of this phenomenon in more detail. The-unsteady-vortex structure is an 
aeroacoustical source. It generates propagating pressure waves. Accumulation of 
acoustical energy in a resonator results in high acoustical perturbation amplitudes 
which induce periodical vortex shedding. Each period of this acoustical field a new 
vortex is shed at the upstream edge. The travel time of the vortex across the T-joint 
determines the phase condition for resonance. Resonance occurs if the travel time is 
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about equal to a multiple of the period of the acoustical oscillation. 
A closed si de-branch is an almost perfect reflector for frequencies f = !c( n + ! ) /I 

(n = 0, 1, 2, . .. ) where I denotes the length of the sicle-branch and c the velocity of 
sound in the fluid. The mode of resonance is referred to as n. The fundamental 
mode is denoted by n = 0, higher values represent higher harmonies. Acoustical 
energy is 'locked up' in standing waves. Two side branches placed at a distance 
2ml (m = 0, 1, 2, ... ) in betweenthem forma resonator. Acoustic energy losses keep 
the amplitude of the pulsations from exploding. 

1.1.2 Aeroacoustical sound production 

Energy can either he added to or extracted from the acoustical field by the vortex 
structure. The direction of the acoustic velocity and the sign of the vortex circulation 
determine this sound production or absorption. The totallocal velocityvis regarcled 
as consisting out of two parts: an unsteady compressible (acoustical) part Üac, and 
the rest v- Üac, which is called the hydrodynamic field. In aT-joint upon resonance 
there is a net transport of energy from the hydrodynamic velocity field ( the main 
flow) towards the acoustical velocity field Üac· Therefore it can he concluded that 
in one cycle of vortex movement (up and down) the amount of energy added to the 
acoustical field by vortices is greater than the amount of energy distracted from it 
by vortices. This flux of energy compensates energy losses of the acoustic field by 
friction and heat transfer. 

While most of the research carried out in the aeroacoustic group focuses on the 
T-joint shaped geometry, the goal of this research is to investigate the validity of the 
theory developed for gas transport systems to other configurations. 

1. 2 Flow phenomena in musical acoustics 

1.2.1 The flute and flue organ pipe 

In the modelisation of musical instruments whose sound production is induced by 
fluid flow, one en counters difficulties which are comparable to the on es found in 
the design of ioclustrial gas transport systems. As we want to make a comparison 
between these two types of aeroacoustical oscillations, a model for some representative 
musical instrument has to he chosen. The classica! 'wind instruments' have the 
desired properties. Their behaviour is based on the conversion of potential energy of 
a hydrodynamic flow (statie overpressure) into acoustical energy. 

Regarding wind instruments one can distinguish between two sorts of mechanisms 
which keep the oscillation going. A first one assumes a mechanica[ resonator (like 
a reed or lips) coupled to an acoustical resonator (a pipe or oral cavity). In a sec
ond mechanism the excitation occurs due to the coupling between a hydrodynamic 
instability (like a jet instability) and the acoustical field in a resonating tube. We 
will consider the latter and denote the apparatus by its usual name 'flute'. We will 
neglect oscillations of the walls. An instrument which is very similar to the flute is 
the so-called flue organ pipe. 
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p1pe 

--- labium 

mouth 
'----------, r-

foot 

Figure 1.2: Cross-section of a 
model of a flue organ pipe. 
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Figure 1.3: Visualization of a 
vortex structure in a flue or
gan pipe. 

The flute behaviour is complicated by the human factor which determines both the 
geometry and the pressure supply behaviour. As the organ pipe has a fixed geometry 
and relies on a mechanically controlled air supply, we prefer te further focus on the 
organ p1pe. 

A two dimensional model of this type has been manufactured in order to be able 
to compare theoretica! results to experiments. A cross-section is drawn in figure 1.2. 
A charaderistic visualization of the developing vortex structure in a starting flow is 
given next to it (figure 1.3). 

A distinction is made between two states: the state of continuous air supply 
through the flue, which corresponds to steady sound production, and secondly the 
onset regime, i.e. the period containing all of the transient phenomena before steady 
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sound is reached. 

1.2.2 Steady state 

It is supposed that the instrument can be separated into two parts: an acoustical 
resonator (pipe) and an excitating mechanism. The acoustical behaviour of the pipe 
is determined by its geometry and by the properties of the gas it is filled with. Linear 
acoustical theory describes the pipe response to an acoustical souree reasonably well. 
In this approximation the pipe is a passive device. The acoustical energy losses in 
the pipe have to be compensated for by a source: the excitator. 

This excitating mechanism is situated at one end of the tube, called the mouth 
piece. A jet of air is formed by blowing through a narrow slit (the flue). It leaves the 
flue exit and flows towards the labium, with which it collides, and is responsible for 
the energy supply that is necessary to maintain the oscillation. The perturbation of 
the jet by the acoustical field takes place primarily at the flue exit, while the energy 
transfer from the jet towards the acoustical field is mainly positioned at the labium 
edge. 

These basic assumptions lay the foundation for some more sophisticated models 
for sound production. A first model is formed by consiclering the jet as a small sheet 
of air which is periodically driven into and out of the tube by the acoustical field. It 
is Helmholtz who stated this description as follows: "The blade-shaped sheet of air at 
the mouth of the organ pipe is wafted to one side or the other by every stream of air 
which touches its surface" (Helmholtz 1885). The jet therefore alternatively touches 
inner and outer part of the labium, while the time derivative of the flux entering the 
pipe ( assuming a constant jet velocity) equals the time derivative of the flux that 
exits the flute with opposite sign: aQin/ at = -aQout/ at. 

A second point of view that was first described by Rayleigh, emphasizes the influ
ence of vortex shedding on the acoustical behaviour of the instrument. He describes 
the jet as an element in the tot al sound producing system which is essentially unstable. 
Further he assumes that perturbations in the flow field near the jet are amplified by 
it, and propagate with a certain velocity along the jet, thereby gaining in amplitude 
as they move forward. 

At the labium a vortex is shed every time the jet touches this wedge, while it 
changes its direction of motion between tube inward and tube outward. This pe
riodical vortex shedding, which is synchronized to the acoustical field, acts like an 
aeroacoustical dipole. This souree is equivalent to a fluctuating force F on the :Huid, 
which Rayleigh considers as the driving sound source. The acoustical work W per
formed by this force during one period of the acoustical field is W = J[ F · Ü~ dt 
where Ü~c represents the acoustical velocity fluctuation. These assumptions can be 
represented by a feed-back system as is presented in figure 1.4. 

This representation explains why a different blowing pressure results in a different 
oscillation frequency. The propagation of the disturbance along the jet namely takes 
some retardation time which determines the oscillation direction and therefore its pe
riod. A higher blowing pressure enlarges the propagation velocity of the perturbation 
along the jet and makes the acoustical field change sign faster. As a steady oscillation 
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\ flow instability 
ACTIVE 

(jet & labium) 

resonator -
(pipe) 

-

- PASSIVE 

\ 
perturbation of the jet 
near the flue exit due 
to the acoustical field 

Figure 1.4: The flute represented by a feed-back system. An aeroacous
tical souree is created at the labium by periodical vortex shedding which 
keeps the oscillation going. This oscillation for its part disturbs the jet 
development, which provakes the vortex shedding. 

implies a total time delay equal to a period of oscillation, the system compensates 
the shorter travel time of the perturbation along the jet by slightly increasing the 
frequency. As the phase of the pipe response varies rapidly as a function of the 
frequency, because we are near resonance, this small shift is sufficient to match the 
oscillation period to the travel time of information around the feedback loop. 

1.2.3 Starting transient 

Until now, no systematic effort has yet been made to comprehend any of the inter
esting phenomena that occur before the steady sound is reached. Most of the theory 
concerning the flue organ pipe concentrates on its stationary behaviour, confer e.g. 
(Rayleigh 1896), (Helmholtz 1885), (Howe 1975) and (Fletcher & Rossing 1991). 

Since a lot of intriguing features in the initial regime are not yet understood, 
this research concentrates on these transient phenomena. A picture of the vortex 
development in this state (2.5 ms after the pressure onset) was already shown in 
figure 1.3. An advantage of this restrietion is the ability to compare the experimental 
results to numerical simulations. The reason for this is that periodical solutions 
are not yet available on computer simulations due to the large computation time 
they take, and the problem of the description of annihilation of vorticity which they 
involve. 
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1.3 The free jet & flue organ pipe 

The main subject of this investigation is to gain insight in vortex shedding due to flow 
separation at sharp edges by using potential flow theory. In order to make simulations 
possible a number of simplifications is made. 

The first two involve the geometry of the stuclied object. It is quasi-two
dimensional, and has sharp edges only. These restrictions are essential in some of 
the models which are developed. For example, in the vortex sheet model which we 
will use, the description of boundary conditions involves a Schwartz-Christoffel trans
formation that has an explicit analytica} form only for certain geometries. Other sim
plifications are that we assume incompressibility (si nee the dimensions of the souree 
region ~ .X) and friction only at sharp edges {since Re ~ 105 , the so-called Kutta
Joukowski condition). 

For the description of vortex shedding in a closed side branch in a gas transport 
system, a musical instrument such as a flute or a labial organ pipe, and a free jet 
no fundamental differences exist. The only differences lie in numerical complications, 
because eg. an explicit Schwartz-Christoffel transformation for the flute is not avail
able. The flow in a T -joint has already been discussed in detail by Bastiaans {1991 ), 
while vortex shedding at sharp edged open channel ends is extensively considered by 
Peters & Hirschberg {1993). For the reasons mentioned, we restriet ourselves here 
to two different configurations: that of a two-dimensional fianged tube terminalion 
( free jet) and that of the fiue organ pipe. Th is choice is experimentally attractive, 
because removing the labium out of the organ pipe results in the former geometry. 
A technica} application of the study of such a free jet is the prediction of the mixing 
of planar jets with surrounding fluid. 

1.4 Outline of this report 

For the development of different models we first consider some underlying theoretica} 
aspects of fluid dynamics. Potential flow and vortex dynamics are discussed in chap
ter 2. A working definition of vortical motion is given in § 2.2.1. Vortex shedding 
in a potential flow is merely possible under the assumption of viscous effects at the 
points of flow separation. This Kutta-Joukowski condition is considered in § 2.2.2. 
Bernoulli's equation, which associates pressure with velocity, is of importance to in
corporate experimental data in numerical simulations, and is derived in § 2.3. 

Chapter 3 summaries the problems encountered in the description of vortices. A 
distinction is made between the description of vorticity containing regions on one si de, 
and the description of the boundary conditions at the other. Vorticity can he de
scribed by discrete vortices, or by continuous vortex sheets(§ 3.1.1-§ 3.1.2). Boundary 
conditions are fulfilled using a Schwartz-Christoffel transformation with image vor
tices (§ 3.2.1) or by a boundary element method (§ 3.2.2). Numerical aspects of flow 
simulations are considered in detail in § 3.4. A brief description of the experimental 
set-up is given in chapter 4. Flow visualization is obtained by the Schlieren technique 
(§ 4.1.2). 

Chapter 5 gives the most extensive view of experimental, theoretica} and numerical 
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results. It focuses on the behaviour of an unstationary free jet. Flow visualizations 
are presented in§ 5.1.1. The influence of varying blowing pressure and of the preserree 
of the labium in a flue organ pipe are considered in § 5.1.2 and § 5.1.3 respectively. A 
number of simple, analytica! models for the front of the jetjvortex pair are developed 
in § 5.2. They are simple in order to predict bounds between which the 'real' solutions 
should be found. A more advanced, two vortices model is given in § 5.3. This model 
appeared to be quite appropriate for the T-joint geometry, and is evaluated for the 
description of a free jet in this section. Two more sophisticated models are considered 
in the subsequent §§ 5.4 and 5.5. Concluding remarks finish this chapter. 

The experimental and numerical work concerning the flue organ pipe, has con
tributed to an artiele which is submitted to the Joumal of the Acoustical Society of 
America. A concise overview of this paper is included in chapter 6 in the form of a 
contribution to the second Dutch Conference on Mechanics, recently held at Rolduc, 
Kerkrade (November 16-18, 1992). General conclusions follow in chapter 7. 



Chapter 2 

Potential flow and vortex dynamics 

Abstract 

Although a potential flow is a priori irrotational, it can nevertheless he used 
for the description of large vortex structures. In such structures a distinction 
may he made between regions where vorticity exists, and regions of zero 
vorticity. In this chapter a brief introduetion is given in the relation between 
potential flow and vortex dynamics. Boundary layer separation of asolid wall 
is responsible for the vortex formation here considered. Anticipating on the 
models that will he developed Bernoulli 's equation is derived. 

2.1 Two-dimensional potential flow 

In the classica! theory of vorticity a distinction is made between three sorts of flow: 
potential flow, ideal flow and real flow. The differences between these three flows are 
closely related to the concept of vorticity. The vorticity w is defined as the rotation 
of the velocity vector: w deC rot v. In the next section this concept is explained in 
more detail. In a potential flow vorticity is zero in the whole fluid except for some 
singular points, and viscous forces are neglected. It is therefore also called irrotational 
flow. In an ideal, inviscid, or frictionless flow vorticity may he present but viscous 
forces are still neglected. There is no diffusion of vorticity. For a real flow there are 
no restricting assumptions at all on vorticity nor viscous forces. Throughout this 
investigation we will restriet ourselves to potential flow in two dimensions. Although 
examples of two-dimensional frictionless flows are hardly ever found in nature, quite 
a lot of situations can he considered as a good approximation to it. 

We fi.rst concern ourselves with the properties of the fluid. It is a necessary as
sumption that the space is filled with matter that can he considered as a 'continuum'. 
This means that the state variables of matter, such as temperature, density, and pres
sure, and the laws that determine these state variables do not lose their meaning if 
the volume of the material partiele is arbitrarily decreased. Therefore, it is possible 
in a macroscopie investigation to speak about e.g. the density of the fluid in a point. 
In general, state variables can he associated with every point in space. The totality 
of these values forms a 'field'. 

A first law that holds is conservalion of mass. If we assume that matter is neither 
created nor destroyed, then the net outflow of mass must equal the loss of mass in a 
volume element. If vis the fluid velocity and p is the fluid density then 

8p d" ( ... ) at =- IV pv. (2.1) 
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If one considers the rate of change dpj dt in a coordinate system moving with the 
fluid particle, the rate of change of some property such as p consists of two parts: a 
rate 8pj8t which is related to the rate of change in a fixed coordinate system (due to 
the time dependenee of the flow field), and a second one (v · grad p) which describes 
the influence of convection of the fluid ( due to the non-uniformity of the flow field): 

dp 8p .... 
- = - + v · grad p. 
dt at 

{2.2) 

Herree we can write the mass conservation law (2.1) in the form: 

dp d' .... - = -p lVV 
dt ' 

(2.3) 

It follows that for an incompressible fluid (p =constant or dpjdt = 0): div v = 0. 
It can he proved (Morse & Feshbach 1953) that any vector field which is well 

behaving (finite, uniform, continuous and which varrishes at infinity) may he expressed 
as the sum of a gradient of a scalar potential 4> and the rotation of a vector potential 
Ä: 

V= Vpot + V50I = grad 4> +rot A, (2.4) 

where the first term describes the irrotational, compressible part of the flow, and the 
second so-called 'solenoidal' part describes the influence of a vorticity distribution 
(§2.2.1). 

We can split the potential 4> into an stationary value 4>o and a time dependent part 
4>' such that 4> = 4>0 + 4>'. Following Howe (1975) wedefine the acoustical field as the 
flow associated with 4>'. The potential of the acoustical field 4>' is convenient for many 
calculations in acoustics. It is related to more concrete quantities such as the pressure 
fluctuation p' by Bernoulli's equation (§ 2.3). In regions where the acoustical velocity 
(grad </>') varies strongly over distauces which are short compared to the wavelength, 
the acoustical flow can locally he approximated by an incompressible potential flow. 
Such a region is called compact. 

Substitution of (2.4) in div v = 0 yields the so-called Laplace equation 

div grad 4> = 0, (2.5) 

for incompressible potential flows. Solutions of the Laplace equation are called har
monie functions. It's a special feature of two-dimensional potential theory that a 
great simplification in the mathematical treatment is obtained when it is handled by 
complex function theory, because both the real and imaginary parts of any analytic 
function are harmonie. This means that if we introduce an analytic function <I>(z) 
of complex argument z = x + iy, which can always he split up into a real and an 
imaginary part according to 

<I>(z) = 4>(x,y) + it/J(x,y), (2.6) 
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the real functions </> and t/J ohey hoth Laplace's equations: div grad </> = 0 and 
div grad t/J = 0. In fluid dynamics <I>( z) is therefore often called complex ( veloc
ity) potential. Under the condition that the flow is irrotational (rot v = 0), which 
means that the vector potential Ä vanishes, the velocity is completely determined hy 
the real part of the complex velocity potential <I>. 

It can he deduced, using the property that <I>(z) is an analytic function, that 
when the velocity vis represented in two dimensions hy the vector (u, v), the so
called Cauchy-Riemann equations hold (Prandtl & Tietjens 1934): 

8</> 8'1/J 8</> 8'1/J u----
- 8x- 8y and v=-=--. 

8y 8x 

We see from (2. 7) that div v = 0, hecause: 

and rot v = 0 hecause: 

au + 8v = 8
2

'1/J - 8
2

'1/J = 0, 
8x 8y 8x8y 8y8x 

8v au - 8
2

</> 8
2

</> - 0 
8x - 8y - 8x8y - 8y8x - · 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

It follows that the families of curves </> = constant and t/J = constant form an 
orthogonal system, where the curves </> = constant are equipotentiallines, and the set 
of curves t/J = constant forms the family of streamlines. 

The total differential d<I> is given hy 

8<I> 8<I> 
d<I> = ax dx + 8y dy, 

where suhstitution of (2.6) simply yields 

or: 

d<I> = (8
</> + i 8tP) dx + (8

</> + i 8 tP) dy 
ax 8x 8y 8y 

= (u- iv) dx- (iv-u )i dy 

=(u- iv) dz, 

(
d<I>) * 
dz =u+ iv, 

(2.10) 

(2.11a) 

(2.11h) 

in which the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. lf the complex velocity potential 
<I> is known, then the velocity can he calculated everywhere in the flow field hy using 
(2.11h). Since the scalar potential </> and the stream function t/J are hoth solutions of 
a linear partial differential equation, different contrihutions due to e.g. main steady 
flow, acoustic field and vortices, can he ohtained separately and comhined to one 
salution hy the superposition principle. 
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2.2 Vortex motion 

2.2.1 What are vortices? 

Since we intend to describe the motion of large scale vortex structures, it is useful to 
start concentrating on some basic definitions, like: what is a vortex? Without any 
doubt, vortex motion is connected with rotating matter. Historically, there are two 
ways of defining this rotational motion. A central point in the different descriptions is 
the attention that is paid to the 'individuality' of the movement of the fluid particles. 

The first approach is summarized by Lugt (1983) in the following practical defi
nition: a vortex is the rotating motion of a multitude of material particles around a 
common centre. Essential is the comparison of the paths of the individual particles 
to those of their neighboring particles. These paths do not necessarily have to be 
circular. Vortices have a unique representation in a plane only if the vortices are 
cylindric. In this case the paths of the individualfluid particles are the same in every 
plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Cylindric vortices are therefore called 
'plane vortices' and may be represented by drawing a single cross-sectional plane*. 

The second definition of vortical motion concerns the individual behaviour of the 
fluid particles. This approach leads to the classical definition of vorticity by Cauchy 
and Stokes, which reads: the angular velocity of matter at a point in a continuurn is 
called vorticity. The vorticity in a two dimensional flow 

av au 
w=---ax ay 

at position (x,y) appears to be equal to twice the angular velocity acpjat of a fiuid 
partiele around point (x, y). We get: 

acp 
w=2-. 

at 
(2.12) 

The vorticity vector w is normal to the plane of rotation, according to figure 2.1. 1f 
we consider a fiuid partiele in a plane, located at a distance r away from the axis of 
rotation, then the angular velocity is acpjat = v'Pjr, where v'P is the tangential or 
azimuthal velocity. For asolid body rotation w is per definition independent of r. 

Closely related with vorticity is 'circulation'. This quantity is related to the 
potential </> and the fiuid velocity in the following manner. Consider the potential 
difference <!>A- <f>B between two points A and B (figure 2.2). This potential difference 
is defined as the line integral over the velocity field: 

B 

<PB- <!>A= j v. ds. (2.13) 
A 

*In nature, most vortices also have a 'spatial' structure, that is, the pathlines are not 
normalto the axis of rotation but have a component parallel to it (for example in a tornado). 
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Figure 2.1: Definition of the vorticity vector. 

Figure 2.2: Discontinuity ofthe potential between two points A and B due 
to the presence of a circulation r. 
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The circulation r is now defined as the integral of the velocity vector v around a 
closed curve: 

r ~r~ .... d .... - V· s, (2.14) 

where d sis a line element of the curve. U sage of Stokes' theorem gives: 

r = jj (rot v · ii) dA = jj (w · ii) dA, (2.15) 
A A 

where A is the area of a surface sustained by the closed curve and ii is the unit vector 
normalto this surface. Equation (2.15) gives direct insight in the relation between the 
circulation r and vorticity w. This may he expressed by saying that the circulation 
around the closed curve is equal to the flux of w through A. 

We have seen in § 2.1 that potential flow is defined by w = rot v = 0 except 
at some singular points. This means that a potential cp can he defined such that 
v = grad cp, whence it follows with (2.14) that in a simply connected region r = 0. If 
on the contrary the region contains a discontinuity, like a vortex, then the circulation 
is not equal to zero. It can he deduced (Paterson 1987) that for a potential flow 
the circulation along a material fluid curve remains constant in time. This was first 
derived by Kelvin and is therefore called is [( elvin's circulation theorem: 

dr 
--0 dt - . (2.16) 
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The practical difference between the two approaches of rotational motion that we 
discussed concerns the distinction that is made between vorticity on one side, and 
vortices on the other. Although there is no vortex without vorticity, a vorticity field 
does not have to represent a vortex. For instance, a parallel shear flow has vorticity 
but is not a vortex. 

A final relation that we willuseis one of Helmholtz's theorems on vorticity, which 
is valid for ideal flows of incompressible fluids. It says that for such a flow vorticity 
can neither he generated nor destroyed, since during the movement of vorticity the 
fluid particles cannot leave the vorticity line on which they are positioned. Leaving 
this line would he possible only by diffusion (which is a viscous effect). For two
dimensional flows this means that vorticity is carried along a fluid element: 

dw 
-=0. 
dt 

2.2.2 Vortex shedding and Kutta-Joukowski condition 

(2.17) 

In real flows at high Reynolds numbers the flow field near a solid body can he di
vided into two regions: a thin layer near the surface in which vorticity exists, and a 
region further away from the body, which can he considered as frictionless. This thin 
vorticity containing layer is called 'boundary layer't ( cf. figure 2.3). At sharp edged 
corners, or otherwise strongly curved boundaries, this vorticity containing boundary 
layer can separate from the solid body, thereby forming a free shear layer. Except 
for the theoreticallimit Re --+ 0 the flow at a sharp edge of a body always separates 
(figure 2.4). 

I 

J 
__./ 

velochy 

.. 

boundary 
layer 

vorticity 

Figure 2.3: The concept of boundary layer. 

A generally valid condition descrihing this separation within the framework of 
a frictionless theory is the so-called Kutta-Joukowski condition, which requires a fi
nite velocity everywhere in the flow field and at the boundaries. Different methods 

tThis concept of boundary layer is not always valid. For exarnp1e, under steady state 
conditions the flow through the flue of an organ pipe is friction dorninated. 
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U= V 

pathline 

separation point 

discontinuity line 
(vertex layer) 

Figure 2.4: Vortex structure that develops due to an impulsively starting 
flow around an edge. The discontinuity line forms the vortex layer, where 
the vorticity is concentrated. This vortex layer is a streakline. The dotted 
line forms a path line. The circles on it repcesent the vorticity of individual 
fluid particles; the Jaeger the radius, the stronger is the vorticity. 
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have been proposed to implcment this condition. They are related to the boundary 
conditions and will be described in the according sections. 

In this investigation, the thickness of the boundary layer is assumed to be neg
ligibly small compared to the charaderistic dimensions of the flow. The boundary 
layer profile is approached by the discontinuous velocity profile in figure 2.5a. In two 
dimensions the discontinuity is called a discontinuity line. On this line the vorticity 
has an infinitely large value. One has to consider that this discontinuity line is an 
abstraction that does not exist in reality. In the same figure the relationship between 
velocity profile and vorticity distribution is made clear. 

2.3 Bernoulli 's equation 

The equation of Bernoulli· allows the calculation of the pressure for a given potential 
velocity field. It will be used for the determination of the according flow velocity for 
a g1ven pressure. 

The description of fluid motion involves different length scales. Since we are 
consiclering fluids as continua, so-called 'fluid particles' can be introduced that are 
large compared to the molecular scales but small compared to the other length scales 
in the problem. The conservation laws of mass, momenturn and energy now hold for 
each elementary fluid particle. The differential form of mass conservation is given by 
(2.3). The condition of conservation of momenturnfora homogeneaus fluid is: 

( av .... d ""') d d. ! .... p at + V • gra V = -gra p + IV~+ , (2.18) 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Velocity 

\ 
discontinuity 

~ ) VM~y 
Figure 2.5: (a) Discontinuity in a velocity profile. (b) & (c): Relation 
between velocity profile and vorticity distribution. 

where I: is the viscous shear stress tensor and f represents the external forces. Ne
glecting viscous shear ( frictionless fluid) and external forces (eg. gravity) one obtains 
Euler's equation: 

dv 
p dt = -grad p. (2.19) 

Both the left-hand side termsof this equation can he rewritten using thermadynamie 
and mathematica! relations respectively (Van Dongen 1990). This instationary so
called Crocco- Vazsonyi relation reads: 

av ........ d(1
1 

.... 
1
2 Jdp) -a + rot v x v + gra - v + - = 0. 

t 2 p 
(2.20) 

We assume a uniform hamentrope fluid in instationary, irrotational motion. lrrota
tional flow implies rot v = 0, whence the velocity can he written as v = grad </>. In 
this case the momenturn equation law (2.19) can he written as: 

a<t> 1, .... ,2 . 0 -+-v +z= at 2 ' 
(2.21a) 

where the enthalpy i is defined by di = dpf p for a homentrope flow. For an incom
pressible flow the enthalpy change .ó.i can he written as .ó.i = .ó.pf p0 , which leads 
to: 

a<t> + ~ lvl2 + .ó.p = o. at 2 Po 
(2.21b) 

Relations (2.21a) and (2.21b) are called Bernoulli's equations. The term lvl2 can he 
related to a potential difference (2.13) according to lvl2 = (grad </> • grad </>). The 
Bernoulli equation (2.21b) will show its usefulness in chapters (5)-(6), where it will 
he used to calculate the flow velocity induced by a prescribed pressure difference. 



Chapter 3 

Vortex rnadeling 

Abstract 

Two-dimensional vortex structures can be modeled by splitting the problem 
into two parts. First, the vorticity containing regions are to be described, 
and secondly the boundary conditions should be determined. Vorticity will 
be described by discrete vortex models, viz. by point vortices or vortex blobs, 
or by a continuons vortex sheet model. The boundary conditions are fulfilled 
by image vortices combined with the Schwartz-Christoffel conformal transfor
mation, or by means of a boundary element method. 

3.1 Vorticity models 

In this section different vortex models will he considered for the description of two 
dimensional vortex layers. In a potential flow vorticity determines the vector velocity 
potential A (eqn. 2.4) in a unique manner. The solenoidal part of the velocity vector 
Vsolis given by Biot & Savart's induction theorem ( cf. Appendix A), which fora two 
dimensional flow in the (x, y)-plane can he written as: 

.... ( .... ) .... ëz jr [ ( .... ) z - zo d 
Vsol Zo =rot A= 27r x J w Zo iz- zol2 z. 

A 

(3.1) 

Since we are merely working in a two-dimensional (x,y)-plane it is convenient to 
introduce complex notation here. If we consider two three-dimensional veetors z1 = 
(xt,y1,0) and z2 = (x2,y2,0), then their vector and dotproductscan he related to 
the complex variables Zt = Xt + iyt, and z2 = x2 + iy2 according to: 

Z't x z2 = ( ~ ) = ( ~ ) 
X1Y2 - Y1X2 -~(ztz:i) 

(3.2a) 

Zt · z2 = x1x2 + YtY2 = ~(ztz;), (3.2b) 

where the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate, and ~ and ~ are operators denoting 
the real and complex part of the operants respectively. The vector product ëz x z 
now simply implies multiplication of z with i ( = J=T): 

(3.3) 
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Herree we have: 

Vso!( zo)= _z lr r w(z) I z- Zol2dz. 
211" J z- z0 

A 

(3.4) 

Further simplifications can he obtained if the vorticity is limited to a number of 
regions Ai (j = 1 ... NR) of uniform vorticity wi. The vorticity distribution is given 
by wi(z) = wiH(Ci), where H(Ci) denotes the Heaviside function (H=1 inside A/s 
boundary contour Ci and H=O outside): 

NR w· f ds 
v;ol(zo) = L -2 J. ( ) ' 

·-I 1l"Z Zo- Z S 
J- Ci 

(3.5) 

where the integration is along the boundary Ci for each region. The numerical method 
of determining the velocity field due to patches of piecewise uniform vorticity is called 
the contour dynamics approach (Zabusky et al. 1979). 

The vorticity can he limited toa number of lines Ci (j = 1 ... NL ), with a vort i city 
distribution wi(z) = li(s)ó(z- Zj(s)), where ó(z) is the Dirac delta function and 
li(z) is the distributed vorticity on sheet Ci. The velocity, induced by this vorticity 
distribution is given by 

* NL 1 j li(s)ds 
Vsol(zo) = L -2 · ( )' 

·-I 1l"Z Zo - Zj S 
J- Ci 

(3.6) 

where the integration is along the curve Ci for all vortex segments. Numerical meth
ods based on this kind of vorticity distributions are called vortex sheet models and 
will he described in the next section. 

Finally the vorticity can he limited toa number of points zi (j = 1 ... NVO), with 
a vorticity distribution given by w(z) = fió(z- Zj), where fi is the total circulation 
of each point vortex at position Zj. Summation over a region of nonzero vorticity 
now gives the velocity induced by this vorticity distribution: 

NVO 1 f· 
v;ol(zo) = ~ 27ri (z ~ z·) 

J=l 0 J 

(3.7) 

Numerical methods based on this kind of vorticity distributions are called discrete 
vortex models. 

3.1.1 Discrete vortex models 

A simplified representation of a single vortex spiral that occurs when a flow impul
sively starts around an edge, is drawn in figure 2.4. Sirree this is a well known problem 
in vortex modeling which will he useful in the following chapters, this contiguration 
is taken as an example for the introduetion of different models. 

The vortex spiral can he described in different ways. We will divide the vortex 
layer into two parts. The first part is a vortex layer with a certain length which we 
may arbitrarily determine by choosing the angle of the spiral (figure 3.1). The rest of 
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the vorticity of the spiral is concentrated in a point vortex. With proceeding time, the 
transport of vorticity towards the point vortex takes place along the so-called feeding 
sheet. The easiest modelleaves out all of the vortex layer and takes into account the 
point vortex only ( figure 3.1 h). 

feeding sheet feeding sheet 

control surface 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.1: The vortex spiral of ligure 2.4 is cut off at a certain angle '11 

(a). The transport of vorticity towards the point vortex takes place along 
the feeding sheet. In (b) the complete vortex layer is modeled by a point 
vort ex of strength r. 

One may attempt to model the vortex layer with a row of discrete vortices. How
ever, using point vortices leads to an essential instahility hecause of their singular 
hehaviour in the centre ( cf. equation (3. 7) ). Chorin and Bernard (1973) proposed to 
stahilize the point vortex methods hy introducing so-called vortex blobs. For a vortex 
hloh the vorticity is smoothed out in a small region around the centre of the discrete 
vortex. The velocity induced hy a point vortex with vorticity distrihution given hy 
w(z) = f;b"(z- z;), can he written as: 

NVO 

v*(z) = L K(z- z;) f; (3.8) 
j=l 

where v(z) is the complex velocity in a point z, and an asterisk denotes the complex 
conjugate. Further f;, z; are the total vortex strengthand the position of the vortex 
respectively, and I<(z) is the so-called Biot-Savart kernel, which fora point vortex is 
equal to 

-z 
I<(z) = -2 • 

7rZ 
(3.9) 

The velocity induced hy a vortex hloh is now given hy: 

NVO 

v*(z) = I: I<s(z- z;) r;, (3.10) 
i=l 

where I<s(z) is the desingularized kernel which removes the singular hehaviour of the 
velocity for z -+ z;. The kernel can he desingularized in different ways. Here we will 
restriet to a kernel proposed hy Krasny (1987): 
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lzl2 
I<s(z) = I<(z) [J2 + lzl2' (3.11) 

where fJ is called the 'desingularisation parameter'. It represents an 'artificial vis
cosity', because the vorticity is diffused into a region surrounding the vortex centre. 
However, this artificial viscosity is not cumulative, because the parameter fJ is time
independent. Using this kernel, the vorticity becomes nonsingular for fJ > 0 ( fJ real), 
and is given by: 

(3.12) 

The vorticity distribution approximates a Dirac delta function (figure 3.2). Using 
this vortex blob method, instahilities can he dampened, and a regular roli-up process 
is obtained, which is not sensitive to the exact value of fJ within a wide range of fJ 
(Krasny 1987). 

ro 

a= o.o1 

102 . \ a= 0.03 

··- \, ' a=0.05 

10
1 
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100 '· ..... , ' '•........ j ' ~..... ....... ..... 
', . ....... ............. -----' ....... ........ -.... 
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.......... .................. ...... ....... .... .... ---

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

r 

Figure 3.2: Vorticity distri bution for different desingularisation parameters 
8 according to Krasny. 

The vortex blob method has a number of advantages compared to the point vortex 
model. The model is stabie in the limit that the total number of vortices NVO --+ oo 
and D.t* --+ 0, even when fJ --+ 0. The vortex blobs concentrate in regions of steep 
gradients, i.e. in the vortex cores, and can describe the physical Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability of shear layers. By choosing a finite value of the desingularisation para
meter h, a shear layer of finite thickness can he modeled. It is assumed in the model 
that the vortex blobs convect as a rigid body and do not deform during convection. 
Therefore such a model is not exact and will fail in regions where the shear rate is 
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large. The computation time increases proportional with NV02
, where NVO is the 

number of blobs used for the computation. The main features of the vortex sheet 
roll-upare not influenced by the exact value of 8, or the kind of desingularized kernel 
used (Krasny 1987). 

3.1.2 Vortex sheet models 

A more accurate description of a thin shear layer is provided by a vortex sheet model. 
In this method, the vortex sheet is divided into a number of panels with coordinates 
x(s) and y(s), where sis the curve length parameter. The vorticity distribution on 
the vortex sheet is given by ï(s). x(s),y(s) and ï(s) are now described by piece
wise polynomial representations, where the order of the polynomial determines the 
accuracy of the method. Hoeijmakers and Vaatstra (1982) used asecondorder panel 
method, with curved segments and linearly varying vortex distri bution ï( s) on each 
panel. In complex notation, the velocity induced by an infinitely thin vortex sheet is 
given by 

v*(z) = dz* = _1_ jsoo ï(s) ds. 
dt 27ri Z- Z8 (s, t) so 

(3.13) 

For a point close to the sheet the velocity is given by 

J J 
Soo 

dz* = ± dfs + _1_ ï(s) ds, 
dt l! dz 27ri f z- Z8 (s, t) 

z ~ ~ ~ 

(3.14) 

where the clash denotes the Cauchy principle value of the integral, which corresponds 
to the self-induced velocity of the vortex sheet. The vorticity distribution on the 
sheet ï(s) is given by the jump of tangential velocity lv+(s)- v_(s)l across the sheet: 

ï(s) = [v+(s)- v_(s)]. f(s) = d~~s)' (3.15) 

where + and - denote the upper- and lower-side of the sheet respectively ( cf. fig
ure 3.3) and f(s) is the tangential vector along the sheet. On each panel the 

V 
~ ds 

• 
V_ 

Figure 3.3: The local vorticity distribution is defined as the velocity dif
ference over the vortex sheet: 1 = v+ - v_. 
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functions z( s) and f( s) are approximated by piecewise quadratic Taylor expansions: 

z(s) = z(sj) + ~sz'(sj) + t~s2z"(sj) + 0(6]) 

f(s) = f(sj) + ~Sï(sj) + t~S2ï'(sj) + 0(6]), 

(3.16a) 

(3.16b) 

where ~s = s- sj, sj E [sj, Sj+t] denotes the so-called expansion point (usually the 
midpoint of the panel), and Dj = Sj+I - Sj denotes the panel width in termsof are 
length. For the first order panel method, a first order expansion is used. The velocity 
can he calculated everywhere in the flowfield, except at the vortex sheet, where the 
integrand in equation (3.13) becomes singular. Therefore a small curvature expansion 
is used (Hoeijmakers & Vaatstra 1983), in which the distance R(s) = z0 - z(s) is 
approximated by the distance to a linear approximation of a straight panel, shown 
in figure 3.4. 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

Substitution of this approximation into equa.tion (3.13) gives the induced velocity in 

1angen1 al z(si') 

Figure 3.4: The small curvature expansion used in the second order panel 
metbod by Hoeijmakers and Vaatstra (1982). 

second order approximation 

NP df(s~) [.... dz(s~) l J2f(s~) 
v*(zo) = _f; d/ Eo + kn(sj) d/ Et + ds/ E2 + O(~sJI D2

), 

(3.18) 

where D is the order of magnitude of R1 and the sum is taken over all panels NP, 
and kn(sj) is the curvature at the midpoint of panel j which is defined as kn(s) = 

-~ [(dz(s)/ds)(d2z(s)/ds2)*]. Further Ëo, Ë1 and Ë2 are givcn by 
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1 Sj+t 1 

Eo= 27ri I R,(s)ds 
J 

1 Bj+I ~82 

Et= 27r I R}(s) ds 
J 

1 Bj+I ~S 
E2=- j --ds. 

21ri s R1(s) 
J 
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(3.19a) 

(3.19b) 

(3.19c) 

These expressions can be found in closed form in Hoeijmakers (1989). In the first 
order panel method, the approximation for the induced velocity becomes: 

(3.20) 

where E0 given by equation (3.19a) equals 

Eo = _1_ln [R,(si+t)l ' 
27ri R1(si) 

(3.21) 

with R,(si+I) and R,(si) as shown in :figure 3.4. 
For a point zo in the far field the induced velocity can be simpli:fied to a zeroth 

order approximation of equation (3.19a), given by 

* 1 är(sj) ~si 2 
V (zo)= -2 . a ( ( *)) + O(~sj) . 1rz s z0 - z si 

(3.22) 

The velocity induced at a panel itself is mainly due to the self-induced velocity. This 
velocity induced at the panel midpoint is given by 

[
1 1 d1(s*:)l (dz(s*:)) * v*(z(sj)) = 21(sj) sign(q) + 41r~Sj/(sj)h~n(sj)- Ï~Sj a/ a/ , 

(3.23) 

where sign(q) = ±1 for 7J li 0. 
The panel in duces a tangen ti al velocity jump across the panel of strength 1( sj) 

plus an additional tangential velocity if the panel has nonzero curvature. If the 
vort i city distri bution 1( s) along the panelisnot constant, a normal velocity is induced 
at the panel midpoint. For a first order panel method the last two terms vanish, as 
the panels are straight (i.e. kn(sj) = 0) and have constant vorticity distribution (i.e. 
d1(sj)jds = 0). 

In regions of strong curvature, the errors of this approximation become quite large. 
Therefore, these regions are described by regionsof constant vorticity (so-called 'finite 
core model') or by a point vortex, connected to the end of the vortex sheet by a so 
called 'feeding sheet'. As soon as the curvature increases above a critical value, a 
point vortex is introduced which replaces part of the vortex sheet. The point vortex 
is placed at the center of vorticity of the cut-off portion of the vortex sheet, and the 
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' circulation of the point vortex is equal to the total vorticity of the cut-off part of 
the sheet. The number of turns around the point vortex can he restricted while the 
rest of the sheet is amalgamated with the point vortex to prevent a high curvature 
on each panel. The contribution of the point vortices to the flow field is given by 
equation (3.7). 

During the vortex sheet roU-up process, parts of the vortex sheet are stretched, 
while other parts can he compressed. As a result, the accuracy of the calculated 
induced velocity becomes nonuniform along the vortex sheet. Hoeijmakers and Vaat
stra (1982) proposed a curvature dependent rediscretisation scheme, which is not only 
used on a maximum panel size ~Smax, but also a maximum span size OmaxR(sj), where 
R(sj) = 1/kn(sj) is the average radius of curvature of panel j. The maximum value 
of the angle Omax ensures, that on a highly curved part of the sheet, the second order 
accuracy of the induced velocity can he maintained by reducing the panel size ~si. 
The redistribution of panels on the sheet is performed each timestep of integration. 
The integration in time is usually performed by a first order explicit Euler scheme, 
with an error of ( ~t*) 2 , or a multistep Runge-Kutta scheme of second or fourth order. 
The timestep ~t* can he restricted by requiring a maximum displacement of each 
panel by a fraction of its panel size. 

3.2 Application of boundary conditions 

The flow is restricted to a eertaio region by the presence of solid non-moving bound
aries. Two boundary conditions should he satisfied at these surfaces. The normal 
velocity should vanish at the wall ( v · ii = 0) while due to viscous action there should 
he noslip at the wall (v · 7 = 0). In a potential model however viscosity is neglected, 
and the no slip condition cannot he maintained. In principle this results into singular 
behaviour at sharp edges which is not in agreement with observations. Clearly at 
edges the effect of viscosity should he taken into account, even within the framework 
of a potential theory. The Kutta-Joukowski condition stipula.tes that the singularity 
at the edges should he removed by introducing vorticity in the flow. We will now 
discuss two different methods to satisfy the zero normal flow condition at the solid 
wall: conformal mapping and a boundary element method. 

3.2.1 Schwartz-Christoffel transformation 

In general, the condition of zero normal velocity at a boundary can he satisfied by 
introducing image sourees and image vorticity in the wall. This is merely possible 
for simple geometries like an infinite plane wall or a cylinder. Using a so-called 
conformal mapping this is sametimes possible for more complex geometries also. Such 
a transformation provides a mapping of the physical geometry onto a computational 
domain. In the computational domain, which is usually an infinite half plane or a 
cylinder, the method of images cao then easily he used. 

Essential charaderistics of these transformation are implied in the analytica! ebar
aeter of the mapping. The conformity of the imaging implies that the transformation 
is 'angle-preserving'. This means that when two lines drawn in the physical (or z-) 
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plane cross, the corresponding lines on the computational domain also cross with the 
same angle. An alternative definition can be given by supposing that any infinitesimal 
figure on the z-plane is transformed into a simi/ar figure on the mathematica! plane, 
with a possible change of position and size, but preserving angles and proportions 
(Prandtl & Tietjens 1934 ). If the region of flow in the z-plane contains an edge, it is 
obvious that this point should be a singular (non-analytica!) point of the mapping, 
because the angle of the edge is changed in the transformation of the physical plane 
into the half infinite plane or the cylinder. As analytica! functions are defined by 
their singularities these singularities define the mapping. 

Another useful charaderistic involves its relevanee to the theory of irrotational 
flow in two-dimensions, and particularly the complex (velocity) potentials in both 
planes. If q>(z) is the complex potential of an irrotational flow in a certain region of 
the z-plane, and z is an analytic function of the image variabie ( defined by z = f( (), 
then q> can also be regarcled as an analytic function of (, which is related to the 
property of shape preservation (Batchelor 1976). Therefore, q>(J(()) is the complex 
potential of an irrotational flow in a certain region of the (-plane ( conservalion of 
potentiaD. The total flow field in the z-plane is said to be transformed into a flow 
field in the ( -plane. 

An often used transformation of this kind is the Schwartz-Christoffel transforma
tion. The Schwartz-Christoffel theorem states that one polygonal boundary in the 
z-plane with exterior angles 4>1 , 4>2, ••• , 4>ï, where Ei 4>ï = 27r, is mapped onto the rcal 
axis 17 = 0 by the transformation given by 

(3.24) 

where the angles should be determined in a consequent manncr (cf. figure 3.5). The 
(complex) parameters A and bi are geometry dependent. While the derivative of the 
function f( () can be found for a general polygon, the function as well as the inverse 
transformation usually cannot be obtained in an explicit algebraic form. 

In the computational plane, the boundary condition of zero normal velocity can 
be exactly satisfied by introducing image sourees and image vorticity. The velocity 
in the physical plane in a nonsingular point can be obtained from the total complex 
velocity potential q,tot 

*( ) _ dq>tot(z) _ dq>tot(() d( 
v z - dz - d( dz (3.25) 

However, in singular points, like at point vortex positions, the velocity induced by 
the point vortex itself does not influence the convection of the vortcx itself and has 
to be subtracted from the total velocity 

dz*J = lim { dq>tot(z) + ifo 1 } . 
dt zo z->zo dz 21r ( z - zo) 

(3.26) 

If the vortex velocity is written in terms of (-coordinates, an additional term arises 
due to the transformation which is known as the Routh correction: 
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Figure 3.5: Schwartz-Christoffel transformation of the inside of a polygon 
onto the left half of the ( -plane. 
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Routh correction 

3.2.2 Boundary element method 

(3.27) 

As for most geometries an explicit form of the Schwartz Cristoffel transformation 
function J( () or the inverse transformation function cannot he obtained, we need 
alternative methods. The boundary element method is an alternative approximate 
metbod to satisfy the boundary condition of zero normal velocity. In this method, the 
boundary of the geometry is divided into straight or curved panels ( depending on the 
accuracy of the method) on which a souree and vorticity distribution are represented 
piecewise by polynomials. On a panel with a vorticity distribution /j and souree 
distribution qi, the normal and tangential veloeities jurnp by an amount of qi and 
/i respectively. On the boundary, either the Neuman condition (dcf>/dn specified) 
or the Dirichlet condition ( 4> specified) is used. For an internal flow problern, we 
require that the veloeities outside the contour are zero everywhere. This rcquires for 
a rigid boundary a zero souree strength, while at parts of the boundary where there 
is in- or outflow the souree strength is specified. The souree strength can he obtained 
from the boundary condition of the normal velocity. If we define veloeities outside 
the geometry ( uj, vj), and inside the geometry ( uj, vj), then in a local coordinate 
system ( cf. figure 3.6) the total souree strength and vorticity are: 

Qi = (uj- uj)D.s 

r = (vj- vj)D.s, 

(3.28a) 

(3.28b) 
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with ~s the panellength. The vorticity distrihution now merely has to he ohtaincd 

Figure 3.6: Souree and vorticity distribution on a panel in a local (~, 17) 
coordinate system. 

on a numher of collocation points. For a fi.rst order scheme the midpoints of the 
straight panels are chosen. A zero tangential velocity on the outside of each panel 
j = 1 ... M requires that 

M M NVO 

'L ,ki<-y(j, k) + 'L qki<q(j, k) + 'L rki<rU, k) = o (k = 1 ... M), 
k=l k=l k=l 

(3.29) 

where the third term is the total velocity at the collocation point due to singularities 
inside the flow, in general vorticity and sources. Further /k is the vorticity at the 
midpoint of panelk and I<(j, k) is the coupling matrix which determines the influence 
of each segment k on segment j. The coupling matrix is only dependent on the 
geometry and for asolid houndary I<-y(j, k) and I<q(j, k) are time-independent. In 
gener al: 

(3.30a) 

(3.30h) 

(3.30c) 

In matrix form, equation (3.30c) can he written as 

[I<-y][!] = [b] = -[I<q][q]- [I<r][f] (3.31) 
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where the righthand side [b] is known, but can he time dependcnt, for example for 
a time dependent acoustic inflow. In a zeroth order approximation, the vorticity 
distribution on the boundary is concentrated in points with circulation rk = Ïk!:J.Sj, 

usually positioned in the midpoints of the panels. In that case, the coupling matrix 
/{'"'~ is equal to the coupling matrix of the point vortices inside the flowfield I<r. In a 
first order approximation the panels are straight, with constant souree and vorticity 
distribution. The coupling coefficient now simplifies to I<'"Y = ~ [Eo dz(sj)/ds], where 
E0 is given by equation (3.19a), and I<q = ii<'"Y. The vorticity distribution can he 
obtained by solving the set of M linear equations for Ïi, j = 1 ... M at the collocation 
points. The velocity at an arbitrary point can then he obtained from the contribution 
of the vorticity and souree distribution on the boundary and the contributions of the 
singularities inside the flowfield. For discrete vortices: 

M 8i+ 1 • 1 NVO 
* J (Qj-Z{j) u (zo)= L 2 ( _ ( )) dz(s) + L I<( zo- zi)rh 

._
1 

7r Z Z 8 S ._
1 J- ~ J-

(3.32) 

where I<(z) is the Biot Savart kemel for point vortices and I<6(z) for vortex blobs. 
For the velocity at singular points, such as discrete vortices, the self-induced velocity 
limz-zk I<(z - zk)fk is subtracted from the total velocity. 

3.3 Vorticity and boundary conditions 

In the previous sections an efficient way to describe a vortical flow appeared to he 
distinguishing between the vorticity containing regions on one side, and the boundary 
conditions on the other. In the following chapters we will combine these rnodels as 
indicated in this table: 

Vorticity model 

Point vortex ( -ices) 
Vort ex sheet( s) 
Vortex blobs 

Boundary Conditions 
Schwartz-Christoffel Boundary element 

x 
x 

x 

Although other cornbinations could he appropriate as well, a choice has been made 
for the indicated rnodels. The rernaining combinations are left for future research. 

3.4 Accuracy of numerical solutions 

An important aspect of numerical vortical flow rnadeling is to make an assessrnent 
of the accuracy of the predicted flow quantities. This involves different issues which 
should he exarnined: 

• appropriateness of the physical model; 
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• choice of the boundary conditions; 

• geometrie correctness; 

• grid dependency; 

• influence of the time step. 

The first two items were considered in detail in § 3.1 and § 3.2 of this chapter, as far 
as the practical implementation is concerned. We concentrate on the vortex sheet 
model and the vortex blob model. The general constraint of these models is that they 
are both potential flow models. Therefore, viscosity is neglected except at a number 
of singular points. Both models impose a Kutta-Joukowski condition at the sharp 
edges of the boundary to correct for a clear vialation of the physical reality (h.e. an 
infinite velocity). Ditfusion of vorticity cannot he considered due to this non-viscous 
description. Furthermore, the complex formulation of the potcntial flow rnadeling 
implies two-dimensionality. Although effort is made to make the experimental setup 
quasi-two-dimcnsional, three dimensional effects could influence the experiments. 

As to make a comparison with the experiments possible, the boundary conditions 
are imposed in accordance with measured data. This implies that the boundary 
condition at the inflow (the flue) is specified in agreement with pressure measurements 
( cf. § 5.2.1). In the case of the vortex hl ob model the condition of conservation of 
matter imposes the normal flow veloeities at the rest of the boundary ( cf. figure 5.20). 
The Schwartz-Christoffel transformation intrinsically avoids this problem (§ 3.2.1 ). 

The third item hardly needs elucidation. It is clear that the geometrical limita
tions of the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation form a souree for differences with 
experimental data. The boundary element method is capable of descrihing the ex
perimental setup in much more detail. For this reason and because a choice had 
to he made between the two methods, the influence of the time step is considered 
systematically for the vortex blob method only. Two different solutions however for 
the vortex sheet description of the free jet are compared in chapter 5. 

The influence of the grid merely is of importance for the boundary element 
method. This mesh is in fact determined by the number of panels at the bound
ary. As this fineness has direct influence on flow separation at the entrance (the 
flue)*, it has to he fine enough to fulfill the Kutta-Joukowski condition. Since this 
condition is equivalent with tangential flow separation ( cf. eg. Batchelor (1976)), the 
grid must he fine enough to ensure this con di ti on. 

3.4.1 lnfluence of the desingularisation parameter 8 

The vortex blob method gives the opportunity to model a finite vorticity distribution 
concentrated in a shear layer, whereas the vortex sheet model merely models vort ex 

*viz., as an estimation for the position of the first vortex blob the vector sum of the 
tangential veloeities of two adjacent boundary panels are used. 
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sheets (which are infinitely thin). The question which (constant) desingularisation 
parameter 8 should he used for our problem is left for chapter 5 (§ 5.5.2). In figures 3. 7 
and 3.8 the stability of the flow solution is related to different vortex blob diameters 
in a systematic way. The timestep is ó.t* = 0.05. As already evaluated by Krasny 
(1987), typical flow parameters become independent of the 8-parameter for small 
enough 8. The vortex core positions eg. do not differ much from each other, while 
the instability of the smaller 8 solutions are apparent. 

3.4.2 Influence of the timestep ó.t* 

Since the timestep ó.t* is expected to have a substantial influence on instationary flow 
solutions, different timesteps are compared in figure 3.9. The vortex blob diameter is 
heretaken constant: 8 = 0.05. Krasny (1987) also considered the convergence of the 
solution for ó.t* -+ 0. It is seen that the contour of the vortex spiral is converging 
to a stabie solution, although the accuracy of the prediction at small scales is clearly 
timestep dependent. 
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analysis of the vortex blob metbod for a free jet. The numerical 
The desingula.risa.tion parameter ó ranges from 0.01 to 0.05 ( cf. 
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Figure 3.8: Stability analysis of the vortex blob method for a free jet. The numerical 
timestep b.t* = 0.02. The desingularisation parameter 8 ranges from 0.1 to 0.2 ( cf. lig
ure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.9: Stability analysis of the vortex blob method fora [ree jet. The desingularisation 
parameter 6 is constant: 6 = 0.05. The numerical timestep tl.t* ranges from 0.01 to 0.1. 
Three different times are shown: t* = 5.0, t* = 7.5 and t* = 10.0. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental procedures 

Abstract 

In this chapter the experimental set-up for flow visualization and acousti
cal measurements is considered in detail. The contiguration is quasi two
dimensional in order to make a comparison with two-dimensional models 
possible. The visualization is obtained with a Schlieren technique using C02 

injection to induce a refractive index contrast. Dynamica} pressure measure
ments give information about flow velocity and acoustical response of the 
geometry. 

4.1 Geometry of the experimentalset-up 

The geometry of the flue organ pipe used for our experiments is shown in figure 4.1. 
It is a small organ pipe with a geometry typical for dutch street organ pipes and 
renaissance recorders. The use of an organ pipe instead of a flute eliminates the 
human factor which is convenient from an experimental point of view. For reasons 
of simplicity, we also have chosen a geometry with sharp edges and a straight flue 
channel. Although this does not correspond toa musically optima} configuration, the 
features described hereare nevertheless very generaland expected to appear in pipes 
of very different geometries. 

The pipeis 283.0 ± 0.1 mm long and is open at its passive extremity. The upper 
wall at the mouth of the pipe has an edge with an angle of 15° which forms the 
labium. The pipe width w is 20.00 ± 0.05 mm. The walls are made out of brass and 
are 5mm thick. The foot of the pipe has a lengthof 75mm and a volume V of 34cm3 • 

It is connected to the mouth of the pipe by a 20 mm long flue channel whose height h 
is 1.01 ± 0.02 mm and whose width is the sa.me as that of the pipe. The lower edge of 
the fine exit is located 19.92 ± 0.01 mm above the lower wall of the pipe. The distance 
W between the edge of the labium and the flue exit is 4.05 ± 0.05 mm, the mouth 
surface Sm is therefore equal to 81 mm3 • The upper wallof the pipe (or lower part of 
the labium) was placed at a distance y0 equal to 0.30 ± 0.02 mm above the lower wall 
of the flue canal. Hence the pipe cross section area SP is 399.00 mm2 • Typical radii 
of curvature of the edges in the organ pipe are 0.03 mm for the edge of the labium 
and 0.02 mm for the edges of the flue canal exit. 

The foot is delimited at the upstream side by a 8mm diameter circular diaphragm 
covered with a fine gauze with a mesh size of about 1 mm. The aim of this diaphragm 
and ga.uze is to damp out the oscillations of the pressure PJ in the foot. The pressure 
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Figure 4.1: Gcometry of the flute in the experimental set-up. 

supply system is sketched in figure 4.2. The air entering the pipe is delivered to the 
foot by a 10 cm long pipe with a diameter of 2 cm fixed on a 8 dm3 settling chamber. 
This chamber is connected through a 10 m long pipe with diameter of 19 cm to a 
large pressure supply room of 3600 m3

• The room in which the set-up is placed has a 
volume of 4 7 m3 . The pressure difference between the room and the pressure supply 
is maintained by the ventilation system of the building (stability 0.5 Pa). The flow 
is triggered by opening a valve with a diameter of 2 cm just below the foot of the 
pipe. This valve consists of a small wooden plate which is driven as an arrow hy a 
crosshow (figure 4.3). It can be pulled mechanically when the crosshow is used; the 
typical rise time T of the pressure PJ is then of ahout 0.5 ms and the experiments 
are reproducihle. Fora smoother pressure rise (r ~ 10 ms) the valve can he pulled 
manually. In this case the reproducihility of the experiments is poor and herree the 
data of different experiments are not ea.sily correlated. 

4.1.1 Pressure measurements 

Two different sorts of measurements should he distinguished. When the configuration 
is generating sound, that is, when air is continuously supplied, one of the interest
ing parameters is the stationary averaged pressure difference over the organ pipe. 
This quantity is measured when the valve is opened with a Betz manometer with an 
accuracy of 1 Pa. Higher resolution in time is needed for dyna.mical pressure mea-
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surements. For this purpose the pressure Pi in the foot of the pipe and the pressure 
Pv at the entrance of the pipe (just below the mouth, 277.80 mm from the end of 
the pipe are measured by using acceleration compensated piezoelectric gauges (type 
PCB 116A). The gauges are mounted flush in the walls. The charge delivered by the 
gauges is amplified by means of charge amplifiers (Kistler type 5007, with a band
width extending between 0.1 Hz and 22kHz) and transmitted to a digital memory 
(8 bits, 2048 samples) for further analysis with a Personal Computer. The pressure 
gauges were calibrated with a water micromanometer (type Bctz). A typical pres
sure development in the foot of the flute for the fast valve opening on a timescale of 
100 ms is shown in :figure 4.5. In the sametime interval the variation of pressure in 
the pipe measured at the wall opposite to the labium is shown in the same picture. 
At a larger time scale the pressure shows influence of the resonating tube: the funda
mental mode is dominating for times greater than 40 ms. For the slow valve opening 
typical pressure responses are shown in :figure 4.4. 

The exact time delay between opening the valve and shooting the picture is found 
by comparing the measured pressure signal inthefoot and the recorded trigger pulse 
given by the time delay unit. The time that corresponds to a pressure of 5/6 of the 
difference between the stationary value over the organ pipe and the zero level is called 
t 0 . The time of the spark discharge t1 can he determined much more accurately, 
because the signa} is almost a 8-function. For each pressure difference, the small 

flue organ pipe 

diaphragm diaphragm nanolite 

camera J lens lens J J 

~ .. -!-{1-......................................... . 
~i::§&Jm 
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Figure 4.2: Geometry of the experimental set-up. Light is provided by a 
nanolite spark discharge. The experiments are performed in darkness. 
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Figure 4.3: Contiguration of a model crossbow. 

correction b..t that is needed to account for the pressure rise from 0 to 5/6 of the 
stationary pressure difference is determined by using a linear fit of the rising pressure 
signal. The total time after opening the valve is now t = t 1 - t0 + b..t. 

4.1.2 Schlieren visualization 

Flow visualization is obtained using a Schlieren technique. The flow in the mouth is 
observed through two glass windows placed at the side walls of the organ pipe. The 
principle of such a visualization is shown in figure 4. 7. This method is based on the 
deflection of the light beam owing to inhomogeneities in the transparent medium. In 
the case of gases these inhomogeneities represent differences in refractive indices due 
to changes in pressure, temperature, or gas properties. A refractive index difference 
between the gas flowing out of the flue exit and the air in the pipe is obtained by 
filling the foot of the pipe with C02 priortoeach experiment. At the borders between 
C02 and air the light beam is deflected by the local refractive index gradient. The 
undisturbed light beam is partly taken away by a space filter, viz. a knife's edge 
or a small circular hole. The remaining light images the phenomena of interest at 
the place of the test object. The disturbed light forms an image in the plane of a 
camera. The set-up is shown in figure 4.7. A more extensive description giving the 
exact angles of deflection related to an index gradient is elaborated by Bouwmans 
(1976). 

The light souree is a nanolite spark discharge with a time resolution of 80 ns. The 
light spark is triggered by the output of a delay line driven by the pressure signal 
P!· For each experiment, a single picture of the flow is taken at a given instant 
determined with an accuracy of 10 ps. The procedure is then repeated for different 
delays in order to obtain the series of pictures shownat the opposing pages throughout 
this report. When the valve is driven by the crosshow the transient is reproducible. 
For manual openings of the valve, the sequence of pictures does not correspond to 
identical pressure signals and can only be compared qualitatively. 
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4.2 Visualization of a free jet 

Flow visualization of a free jet is obtained by using same the experimental setup as in 
the case of the flue organ pipe. The only differenee is that the upper wall of the organ 
pipe with the labium is now taken out. This results in a non-symmetrieal geometry 
whieh makes the flow bend outward. This is due to the largcr impcdanee the flow 
feels near the wall when flowing at the 'insidc' of the organ pipe on the left side of 
the pictures (figures 5.1-5.4), eompared to thc free field impcdanee felt by the right 
side of the jet. 
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Chapter 5 

The unsteady free jet 

Abstract 

In this chapter flow visualizations of an impulsively starting free jet are pre
sented. They are compared with visualizations of a flue organ pipe to quantify 
the influence of the labium on the jet formation. Simple theoretica} models as 
well as more sophisticated numerical procedures are worked out. The simple 
analytica! models merely serve as limits within which realistic flow param
eters should he found. More advanced solving procedures use the discrete 
vortex blob method and the vortex sheet model. They are able to describe 
the development in time of the complete vortex structure. 

5.1 Experimental results 

5.1.1 Flow visualizations 

The experiment algeometry for the visualization of a free jet was obtained by removing 
the labium out of a small organ pipe (chapter 4). In figures 5.1-5.4 flow visualiza.tions 
are shown at a reservoir pressure of 750 Pa. Figures 5.6-5. 7 show photographs at 
a pressure difference of 250 Pa. A number of interesting phenomena occur. At 
small times t a vortex pair is formed due to vortex sheet roli-up ( cf. § 2.2.2). Weil 
distinguishable are different stadia of instability in the development of the jet. At 
larger times (for the low pressure t ~ 4.5 ms, for the higher pressure t ~ 2.5 ms) 
the intrinsic instability of the shear layers induces the formation of small vortices, 
which have an organized structure. The distance between these small 'baby'-vortices 
corresponds to the most unstable frequency of the jet flow for the varicose mode, 
which is related to the thickness of the shear layer (Paterson 1987). The vortices 
coalesce after some distance after which the flow becomes turbulent. This happens 
afterabout 10 ms. The outward incHnation of the jet occurs due to the influence of 
a wall that is positioned at one side of the flue exit, and not on the other. 

5.1.2 Influence of varying pressure 

The influence of a varying pressure difference on the free jet is shown in figure 5.5. 
The time is made dimensionless ~sing Bernoulli's stationary velocity UBern(óp) = 
(26p/ p)112 : t* = uaern(óp)tjh, where Óp is the stationary pressure difference, h the 
flue exit height and t* denotes the dimensionless time. 
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VORTEX BLOB METHOD VORTEX SHEET METHOD 

Figure 5.1: Picturesof the vortex pair formation of a {ree jet at a reservoir pressure tl.p = 
750 Pa. At the corresponding times solutions of the vortex sheet method and the vortex 
blob method are shown. The accuracy of the given times is about 0.2 ms. 
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Figure 5.2: Pictures of the vortex pair formation of a free jet at a reservoir pressure l:ip = 
750 Pa. At the corresponding times solutions of the vortex sheet method and the vortcx 
blob method are shown. 
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Figure 5.3: Pictures of the vortex pair formation of a free jet at a reservoir pressure !:lp = 
750 Pa. At the corresponding times solutions of the vortex sheet methad and the vortcx 
blob methad are shown. 
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Figure 5.4: Pictures of the vortex pair formation of a [ree jet at a reservoir pressure tl.p = 
750 Pa. At the corresponding times solutions of the vortex sheet methad and the vortcx 
blob methad are shown. 
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This dimensionless representation has two advantages. First, sealing down the 
times to order unity reduces the chances for numerical anomalies in the numeri
cal simulation ( cf. § 5.4). Secondly, it gives the opportunity to compare different 
pressures !:l.p, because the corresponding times are scaled. Therefore, the use of di
mensionless units reveals differences between different pressures that must he caused 
by phenomena that are not considered in the Bernoulli equation. 

5 

0 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

Figure 5.5: Comparison of the vortex front advancement for two different 
pressures: b..p = 250 Pa and b..p = 750 Pa. A second order fit connects the 
individual measurements. The error is in the order of one dimensionless 
unit. 

The reason for the small but manifest difference between the two eurves probably 
lies in the influence of friction. For lower pressures, the fluid velocity becomes smaller. 
Reynolds' number also becomes smaller, whence frictionallosses gain in importance. 
This means that the boundary layer in the flue exit becomes thicker, and therefore 
also the shear layer that separates ( cf. § 2.2.2). The thicker the shear layer, the more 
stabie it is. This implies that it becomes more difficult to roll up. This could explain 
why the flow at low Reynolds numbers initia.lly advances more rapidly that at high 
Reynolds numbers. 

5.1.3 Comparison of the results with and without labium 

The influence of the labium in a flue organ pipe on the vortex development in a 
starting flow could easily be determined. Two series of pictures have been taken. 
The first series shows the normal flue organ pipe, the second one shows the flute 
after having removed the labium. The pressures in the flute are measured in the 
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foot and at the outer end of the pipe. At a reservoir pressure over the two pressure 
gauges of about 250 Pa there is a remarkable resemblance in vortex form and initia! 
development ( cf. figures 5.6-5. 7). 

In both situations separation occurs at both sicles of the flue channel exit. Due to 
this flow separation a pair of vortices is formed resulting from the rolling up of the 
shear la.yers. This conformity no longer holds for times greater than about 2 ms. For 
such times the vortex pair in the flute collides with the labium's edge, which strongly 
distorts the pattern. Due to jet instahilities small vortices are formed along the jet 
for both geometries. 

We compare the two configurations quantitatively by introducing two charader
istic points in the vortex plane. The first one is the so-called front of the vortex pair 
(as denoted in figure 5.6). Weil recognizable in the picturesis the discontinuity line 
between the C02 inside the jet and the air around it. The normal distance from the 
flue exit to this discontinuity line is what we will call 'front position'. 

There is some ambiguity in the determination of the front position, because the 
contact line has a finite thickness. This can he understood as follows. Before the 
pressure onset, some of the co2 that is gathered inside the flue exit can leave this 
channel by diffusion. Even if the contact line would he initially sharp, the shear 
layer has grown to 8 = vfVt ~ 10-4 m due diffusion after about 2.5 ms for the low 
pressure. This spread-around amount of C02 reorganizes between the outer and 
inner side of the contactline as soon as the vortex structure is formed. Therefore, 
we assume that the inner side of the discontinuity line gives the best representation 
for the front position. As the second specific parameter of the vortex pair we take 
the position of the vortex itself. The centre of vorticity mayalso he used. However, 
the determination of the latter parameter in the measurements involves a suggestive 
determination of the centre of the spiraL 

The influence of the labium is considered by comparison of the front positions in 
both geometries ( cf. figure 5.8). The quantities are presented in dimensionless form. 
The measurements in the geometry without labium are represented by a second order 
fit. Two series of measurements in the organ pipe with labium are shown. Both series 
of pictures are taken at a reservoir pressure of about 250 Pa. 1t is remarka.ble that 
the vortex front advancement is hardly influenced by the labium. Even at a distance 
of twice the labium's edge (xjh = 8) the vortex front follows the fit. 

A more detailed study of the flue organ pipe is given in Chapter 6. In this chapter 
different slopes of the pressure onset are related to the details of the vortex pair's 
collision with the labium. 

5.2 Simple analytical models for a free jet 

5.2.1 An estimation for the fluid velocity at the flue exit 

For the development of different models that predict the front positions that have 
been measured, we first need an estimation for the flow velocity at the flue exit. The 
instationary Bernoulli equation (2.2la) reads ( cf. figure 5.9): 
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t* = 21 
t = 1.3 ms 

t* = 29 
t = 1.8 ms 

Chapter 5: The unsteady [ree jet 

FREE JET JET IN ORGAN PIPE 

Figure 5.6: Comparison of vortex pair formation of a free jet (left) and a 
jet impinging on the labium inside a flue organ pipe (right). The pressure 
difference 6.p = 250 Pa. 
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t* = 61 
t = 3.7 ms 

FREE JET JET IN ORGAN PIPE 

Figure 5.7: Comparison of vortex pair formation of a free jet (left) and a 
jet impinging on the labium inside a flue organ pipe (right). The pressure 
difference b.p = 250 Pa. 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the vortex front advancement in a flute with a 
slit in a wall (the flute without labium). The data for the slit are repre
sented by a second order fit. The pressures are 260 Pa and 265 Pa. 

Ö( </>out - </>root) + ~ 2 (t) = Po( t) - Pa 
ot 2 uout Po ' (5.1) 

where the flow velocity in the foot is neglected. The pressure at the flue exit is 
assumed to be equal to the atmospheric pressure Pa, which is constant. The potential 
difference </>2 - </>1 can be related to the velocity in the following, geometry dependent 
way. Assuming incompressibility of the fluid and quasi-parallel flow, equation (2.13) 
becomes: 

out.... .... L h(L) 
</>out - </>root = J V · ds ~ Uout J h( X) dx · 

root 0 

Equation (5.1) can now be written as: 

where 

L OUout(t) _ Po(t)- Pa _ ~ 2 (t) 
eff ot - Po 2 uout ' 

L dx 
Leff = h(L) J h(x), 

0 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

which is a geometrie constant for the foot of the flue organ pipe. For this configuration 
Leffis 2.67 cm. As p0 (t) is measured and therefore well known, the non-linear first 
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Figure 5.9: Calculation of the velocity at the flue exit. 
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order equation (5.3) can directly he solved by numeric integration. This instationary 
Bernoulli velocity u(t) at the flue exit is used in different models to predict the 
evolution of the vortex development. For a stationary pressure difference of 2.50 Pa 
this velocity is shown in figure 5.10. It was calculated using the measured pressure 
in the foot given in the same figure. Due to the inertia of the fluid in the channel, 
the oscillations in the pressure tend to smoothen in the integration procedure. 

5.2.2 A straight jet 

The vortex front advancement can he roughly predicted by some simple models that 
do not incorporate any vortex structure. Although this is an obvious oversimplifica
tion these theories yield an upper and lower bound within which the 'real' solution 
should he expected. A first, upper limit is given by assuming that the boundary 
layer separates at the flue exit obeying the Kutta-Joukowski condition, but that the 
shear layers do not curl. No vortex pair is formed and a non-diverging jet is moving 
straightforward ( cf. figure 5.11 ). 

We assume that all of the air that lies within the direct lines with the edges 
of the channel is set into motion instantaneously. The pressure is assumed to he 
continuons over the contact line of the jet with the surrounding world. The flow is 
locally considered to he incompressible. This is a necessary assumption, because the 
setting into motion would require an infinite amount of energy if the surrounding 
fluid were everywhere incompressible. 

The front position xc is now obtained by integration of the time-dependent insta
tionary Bernoulli velocity ( cf. figure 5.10): 

t 

xc(t) = j UBem(r) dr. (5.4) 
0 

A comparison of this model with the measurements and the other simple models is 
given in figure 5.14. 

For small times t the instationary Bernoulli equation (2.21a) can he approximated 
by 
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Figure 5.10: Solution of the instationary Bernoulli equation (5.3) at a 
reservoir pressure of245 Pa. Letr =2.67cm. The influence of inertia of the 
air tends to integrate oscillations in the pressure. The stationary solution 
is analytica]: UBem = (2b..pf pco2 )(1/2). For the small time approximation 
the slope öujöt = b..pfpco2 Letr· The constant in the fit c = 3.17 x 10-2 • 

OUBem(t) _ A 

pLeff Öi - ~p, (5 .. 5) 

because UBem(t) is then small compared to the other terms. For a constant pressure 
difference ~p the integration yields: 

t 

J ~p 1 ~p 2 
xc(t) = -L-t = ---t , 

P eff 2 pLeff 
0 

(5.6) 

where for p the density of co2 should he used. 
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Pa 

Figure 5.11: Flow out ofthe flue exit without rolling up ofthe shear layers. 
A straight jet is formed. The three-dimensional world stipulates a certain 
area where the pressure equals the atmospheric pressure Pa· Inside this 
region the flow can be considered as locally incompressible. 

5.2.3 A line souree 
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A second model assumes that all of the mass that leaves the flue exit is spread over 
half of the free space, as if it were coming out of a point source. The geometry is 
given in figure 5.12. Conservation of mass gives: 

(5.7) 

with UBem the estimated instationary Bernoulli velocity in the flue exit and Ur the 
radial velocity intheupper freespace (figure 5.12). We can now write 

Hence we have: 

or: 

xc 

dxc 
dt 

t 

j ur(r)dr 
0 

UBem(t)h 
1rxc(t) 

h 
xcdxc = -UBem(t)dt, 

7r 

1 h t 
-xi =- j UBem(t) dt. 
2 7r 

0 ....._____..., 
Xjel 

(5.8a) 

(5.8b) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

A dimensionless form is obtained with the use of the flue channel height h and the 

Bernoulli velocity UBem(~p) = J2~pj p: 

X(_ j2 Xjel 

-,;- ;T· (5.11) 

Assuming a constant UBem, which is valid for an instantaneous pressure step over 
the flue exit, then integration of (5.8a-5.8b) yields: 
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X{= 

and in dimensionless form: 

2thusern(~p) 

7r 
(5.12) 

x(= pi;. (5.13) 

This solution was not plotted. 
For small times t and constant pressure difference ~p eqn. {5.5) combines with 

eqn. (5.7) to 

Xf = tJ ML.p . (5.14) 
7r P eff 

In dimensionless form (using t* = UBern(~p)t/h) this can be written as 

* *{;;E Xe= t L . 
27r eff 

This straight line is also shown in figure 5.14. 

P-

Usern 

Figure 5.12: Flow out of the flue exit as if it were coming out of a (two 
dimensional) line source. The front Xf is used in the estimation of the 
vortex front displacement. 

5.2.4 Potential flow 

(5.15) 

A lower limit for the vortex front advancement is obtained by a two dimensional 
potential flow description. This implies that no friction is taken into account. In 
this model the fluid has an infinite speed around the edges (cf. figure 5.13). The 
Schwartz-Christoffel transformation for the appropriate geometry can be simplified 
because of its symmetry (figure 5.13). The width of the slit is thereby halved. It is 
found that 

dz VZ 
d( = k ( + î (5.16) 
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Figure 5.13: Flow out of a slit in a wal/. Due to its intrinsic symmetry the 
geometry can be simplified (b ). All calculations are done in the ( -plane 
(c). 

lntegration of (5.16) leads to 

z = 2kJ( +kin(~~:) +kC, 
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(5.17) 

with k and C constauts that are given by the boundary conditions ( k = +h/2rr and 
C = -irr). 

The complex flow potential in the transformed plane ( now becomes: 

<I>(() = 9_ ln( (+i), 
2rr 

(5.18) 

with a point souree of strength Q(t) = UBem(t)h in ( = -i. The conformal ma.p 
involves two steps: first the geometry is simplified making use of its symmetrical 
form, and secondly this simplified form is mapped onto the computational complex 
half-plane ( cf. figure 5.13). This implies that the strength of the souree Q( t) is 
halved in the first procedure, because the width of the channel is halved. In the 
Schwartz-Christoffel transformation however, Q(t) is doubled again, since the flow 
now spreads over a half plane only, whence the flow advances twice as fast, as if the 
souree strengthwere doubled. The net effect is therefore the given value of Q(t). The 
discontinuity line at the central x= 0 axis (denoted by xe) in figure 5.13 is assumed 
to be a lower limit for the vortex front displacement. The time dependent value of 
xe is obtained by the following first order procedure: 

1. The velocity of xe at time t in the computational plane is calculated using 
u ( () = ( d<I> ( () / d()* and the time dependent instationary Bernoulli veloei ty 
UBem(t). 
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2. The displacement of xr at the central axis TJ = 0 (figure 5.13) is obtained by: 

3. The inverse Schwartz-Christoffel transformation for this geometry finally deter
mines the front position in the physical plane. 

The results are shown in figure 5.14. It is a straightforward exercise to derive that at 
large distances this solution converges to the point souree solution v(t) = Q(t)j1rz. 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of three simpie modeis for the vortex pair front 
position. The small time approximation assumes a constant pressure dif
ference öp, whereas the other two modeis incorporate a variabie pressure 
history. The small time approximation is reasanabie fort* ;S 30, despite 
the simplicity of the soiution. 

5.3 Two vortices model 

The simplest vorticity incorporating model of separation is that of one single point 
vortex. It describes the centre of vorticity of the real vortex spiraL One vortex laycr 
is then described by one point vortex. In the geometry of a flanged pipe this implies 
in fact two point vortices, because there are two vortex layers. The behaviour of such 
models have been extensively evaluated fora T-joint (Bastiaans 1991). However, all 
different versions of models with one point vortex were unsuccessful for this geometry. 
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This is the reason why we do not use this modeland will try to achieve a more accurate 
description of the vortex layer by two vortices per shear layer*. The first point vortex 
describes the vortex layer locally near the edge, while a second point vortex represents 
the vortex layer near the centre of vorticity (figure 5.15). 

For the description of the vortex near the edge a so-called similarity solution is 
used (Graham 1983). In a similar problem the flow field retains its shape when the 
geometry is scaled. This implies that locally the geometry is simplified to an edge 
in an infinite plane. The position and strength of the point vortex are given by the 
similarity solution of the local flow near the edge. The strength of this relatively 
small vortex is added to the main vortex by a process called amalgamation. 

1 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.15: Two vortices model for the slit in a wall (a). The flow locally 
near the edge is modeled by a small point vortex r~, the rest of the flow 
by a Jarger point vortex f 0 • Each point vortex is represented by r0 , c.p0 

and fo (b). 

5.3.1 Similarity solution 

The similarity solution for an edge ( cf. figure 5.15) is obtained in the following way. 
The velocity potential in the complex plane due to a point vortex in (0 and a point 
souree in (=-i (cf. figure 5.16) is: 

<P(() = UBern(t)h ln(( +i)_ ifo ln ((- (o). 
211" 211" ( + (ö' 

(5.19) 

The term (if0 /27r) ln(( + (~) is due to the mirror vortex. Near ( = 0 this may be 
expanded to 

(5.20) 

*Since we have two vortex layers in this configuration this is actually a Jour point vortices 
model. 
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z-plane 
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Ç-plane 
(b) 

Figure 5.16: The flow in the similarity problem may be splitted into two 
parts: a part A and a part B. Contributions to both flows are given by 
the potential flow and the point vortex. 

with A and B real constants. These two terms have contributions from both the 
potential flow and the flow due to the point vortex. As time proceeds, the larger the 
vortex grows, and the more important flow B becomes with respect to flow A. The 
Schwartz-Christoffel transformation for the edge is: 

with n = ~ 
3' (5.21) 

where boundary conditions demand D = Vf,r. For a point souree at ( = -i the 
velocity potential becomes: 

<I>= UBem(t)h ln(( +i), 
21r 

which may be expanded for 1(1 ~ 1 by 

Q(t) (i1r . 1. 2 ) 
<I>(()J(<:t = ~ 2- z( + 2z( + ... 

(5.22) 

~ C- iA(+ B(2 + · · ·, (5.23) 

with Q(t) = UBem(t)h, C = iQ(t)j1r, A = Q(t)j21r and B = Q(t)j41r. In the limit 
0 < lAl ~ IBI equation (5.23) has an analytical solution (Peters & Hirschberg 1993). 
lf we use angular coordinates for the vortex position zo = r0é'~'0 in the physical plane 
(figure 5.15), then this solution is given by (Peters 1993): 

(
1 )3/4 

ro = gav'ïOIAIDt (5.24a) 

~o = ~ arccos (~V6) (5.24b) 

2 ~ 2/3 fo = 31rv6AD r0 • (5.24c) 
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The limit 0 :::; IBI ~ lAl also has an analytica! solution: 
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(5.2.5a) 

(5.25b) 

(5.25c) 

The parameter a depends on the sort of vortex model one wants to use. According 
to Kelvin's circulation theorem the total circulation r cannot change with time along 
a fiuid curve in a potential flow. This is merely valid for free vortices. Since in 
our situation vorticity is continuously shed at the edge, the vortex is nót free, but 
connected to the solid bound by a shear layer. It can he deduced that the assumption 
of a free vortex with a time dependent strength does not fulfill the condition of 
momenturn conservation (cf. Appendix C). Therefore, a correcting artificial Magnus 
force FM (Brown & Michael1954) is introduced. Forthefree vortex a= 2/3, for the 
corrected force free case a = 2/5 (Peters 1993). Other procedures are elaborated by 
Bastiaans (1991 ). For A = 0 there is no vorticity generated because the edge is a 
stagnation point (cf. figure 5.16). 

5.3.2 The main vortex 

The position of the main vortex is calculated by assuming that it convects with the 
local flow velocity: 

_ dzo 
zo(t + ~t) = zo(t) + dt ~t, (5.26) 

where the tilde denotes an estimate. The total velocity potential is given by (5.19) 
and can he approximated near the edge for ( ---+ 0 by 

<I>(()= C- iA(+ B(2 + · · · (5.27) 

with 

A= Q(t) _ fo ((o ;- (;) 
27r 21l' I (o 12 

(5.28a) 

B = _ Q(t) _ if0 ((J :::- (;2
) 

41l' 21r ICol 4 
(5.28b) 

by relation of the first and second derivatives in the Taylor expansion. It can he 
shown that lAl ~ IBI for t ;::: 0 (Peters 1993). 

The position and strengthof the other, small vortex near the corner is determined 
by assuming an impulsively starting flow locally near the edge at every timestep. The 
constauts A and B given by (5.28b) apply in (5.24a-5.24c) to obtain the similarity 
salution for this vortex, where ~t is substituted fort. 

After each timestep the shed vorticity near the edge, represented by the small vor
tex, is added to the first vortex by an amalgamation process. This process determines 
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the new position and strengthof the main vortex. A number of different procedures 
is possible (Bastiaans 1991 ). We have chosen for the amalgamation process with 
conservation of vorticity and gravitational centre of vorticity, since this is equivalent 
to Rott's correction (Appendix C). The new vortex's position is determined by the 
gravitational centre of the main vortex r 0 and the small vortex r 1: 

( A)_ zofo+z1f1 
Zot+ ~t - f f . 

0 + 1 

The vortex spatial dcvelopment in time can now be described by: 

( 
dzo (zo - z1) df 1 ) 

zo(t + ~t) = zo(t) + dt- (fo + ri) dt ~t. 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

The time dependent position of this vortex is shown in figure 5.17. The error in the 
measurements is about two dimensionless units. 
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Figure 5.17: Two vortices (per sheet) model prediction of the vortex cen
tre position. The solution is compared to more sophisticated models: the 
vortex sheet modeland the vortex blob model (§ 5.4 and § 5.5). Vetermi
nation of these positions at the pictures involves a larger error than the 
vortex front position. 

5.4 Vort ex sheet model 

A more subtie description of the vorticity distribution of a free jet is obtained using 
the vortex sheet model of§ 3.1.2. Boundary conditions are fulfilled with the Schwartz
Christoffel transformation for the simplified geometry (figure 5.13) of equation (5.16). 
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Moreover, the samevelocity potential <I>(()= (Qj21r)ln(( +i), with a point souree 
of strength Q(t) = UBem(t)h in ( = -i (eqn. 5.18) is valid. The souree strength 
Q(t) is given by the product of the integrated velocity with the flue exit height: 
Q(t) = usemh. The used velocity usem is given in figure 5.10. An extra shear layer 
of zero vorticity is added in the flue exit at y = 0 ( -0.5 :5 x :5 0.5). This shear layer 
is an accurate representation of the contactline between the co2 coming out of the 
flue and the surrounding air. The results for the vortex centre and the vortex front 
are presented in figures 5.17 and 5.18 and respectively. 
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Figure 5.18: Vortex sheet modeland vortex blob solutions forthefree jet. 
The vortex front position is compared to different simp/er models. 

5.4.1 Influence of panel length, numerical stability 

In figures 5.1-5.4 the graphical representation of the panel method solution is given. 
The used velocity history is given in figure 5.10, and is a fit of the integrated instation
ary Bernoulli velocity given in the same figure. The reason for using this fit-which 
is of the form u* = 1 - e-ct*-is that it is expected to give a more stabie solution 
than the original databasedon (noisy) mcasurements. The fit is performed over the 
complete timescale of the measurement, and is therefore less accurate for small times. 
The result is a vortex advancement which is too rapid compared to the photogra.phs. 

For different time intervals different numerical parameters such as panel length 
and least timestep are to he determined. Each time interval the calculated vorticity 
is redistributed. Therefore, these numerical parameters have a fundamental influence 
on the stability of the solution. Two different sets of panellengths are compared in 
figures 5.19a and 5.19b. By choosing large panels the solution is stabie by numerical 
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viscosity. Although the shear layers are infinitely thin in this model, it is in principle 
possible to get an impression of the effective thickness from the maximum panel 
length (DSMAX), because the computational procedure involves a refinement of thc 
calculation in case an instability is encountered. 

t* = 25 t* = 30 t* = 35 

Figure 5.19: Vortex sheet salutionfora free jet with two sets of different numerical parame
ters. In (b) the maximum panellength (DSMAX) at the corresponding time is twice as large 
as in (a). This larger panel length prevents the rolling up of the sheet due to numerical 
viscosity. 

5.5 Vortex blob model 

The vortex blob model makes use of the integrated instationary Bernoulli velocity 
given in figure 5.10. The number of blobs added every timestep was chosen such 
that a coherent shear layer structure could he recognized, but without raising the 
computation time unacceptably high (nevertheless a typical computation time lies 
in the order of a few days on a DEC workstation 5000/133). The vortex front is 
simulated by a distribution of a number of numerical tracers in the flue exit (bctween 
500 and 1200). They are positioned at the contact line between the C02 flowing out 
of the flue exit, and the surrounding air. These are points of zero vorticity which 
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convect with the local flow velocity and form pathlinest. 

5.5.1 Boundary conditions 

The boundary element distribution of the configuration is given in figure 5.20. The 
condition of conservation of mass is fulfilled using the assumption of a point souree 
at the flue exit. This is an appropriate assumption, because at the distance of the 
geometry's outlet (the are) the width of the flue exit can he neglected. The radial 
outflow is now described by: 

NP are 

<I>in = UBern(t)h = I: Uj R ~{)=<I> out, 
j=l 

where NP are is the total number of panels at the are, ~{) is the (constant) angle that 
spans one panel and R is the circle's radius. The panel normal velocity Uj is taken 
constant for all NP are panels at the are. 
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Figure 5.20: Panel distribution at the boundaries of a flanged pipe. The 
velocity inside the flue exit at the boundary is UBern(t). 

5.5.2 Shear layer thickness 

The instability of the shear layers is determined by their thickness. Sirree the blob 
diameter is a measure for this thickness, an appropriate value for the blob dimension 
must he stipulated. The exponential growth of an instability in a shear layer is 

tin general, streaklines, streamlines and partiele paths do not coincide, unless the flow is 
stationary. 
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related to the wavenumber k in a concave-like manner. It appears that the vortex 
blob diameter is related to this instability by the momenturn displacement thickness 
(Peters 1993) as: 

JR Ur ( Ur) h = 40 = 4 - 1-- dr, 
uo uo 

0 

(5.31) 

where h is the vortex blob diameter and r the radial integration variabie inside the 
channel. The walls are reached for r = R. We assume that inside the flue channel 
a Poiseuille flow is developed, whence the boundary layer equals half the flue exit 
width. The velocity profile is therefore: 

whence 

O=~R. 
15 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

Since R = 0.50 mm, a reasonable ( dimensionless) estimation for the desingularisation 
parameter is h = 4 0 = ( 4/15)h ~ 0.3h. This corresponds to a rough estimation 
h ~ JVt, with a typical time t equal to about one quarter of the total computation 
time interval (i.e. ~ 1.5 ms). Since time-dependent blob diameters were not yct 
implemented diffusion of vorticity is not considered. 

5.5.3 Results 

The results of the described calculations are shown in figures 5.1-5.4 and compared 
with the photographs at high pressure (750 Pa) and the vortex sheet model. In 
correspondence with figure 5.18 the predicted vortex advancement occurs too rapidly 
compared to the corresponding pictures for times t* ;S 50. For larger times the 
vortex pair gets ahead of the photographs. The probable reason is that the constant 
desingularisation parameter h models too thick a shear layer for small times and vice 
versafortimes t* .Ç 50. Therefore, too little rolling up occurs for small times, whence 
the vortex pair advances relatively quickly. 

It should he mentioned that for the low pressure of 250Pa the resemblance between 
modeland experiment is betterand in any case lies within the error of measurement. 
However, for the low pressure also the vortex blob model prediets too large veloeities 
for small times, and too low veloeities for larger times, as expected. 

The qualitative resemblance with the pictures however is apparent, and the jet 
instability is predicted in much detail for times t* .Ç 80. This instability, or growth 
of 'baby-vortices' occurs for too large times compared to the pictures. This also can 
he accounted for by assuming that the large desingularisation parameter h prevents 
the boundary layer from rolling up easily. 

The jet 's outward in elination is quantitatively correct. In figures 5.21a and 5.21 b 
the centre of vorticity time history is shown for both the x- and y-coordinate. Figures 
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Figure 5.21: (a) time history of the x-position of the centre of vorticity; 
(b) time history of the y-position of the centre of vorticity; (c) f*(t*) for 
bath shear layers, and its derivative df*(t*)fdt* (d). 
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5.2lc and 5.21d show the calculated total circulation as a function of time and its 
derivative respectively. 

The vorticity distribution was calculated by defining a grid in the flow area, where 
wis defined as rot v = 8vj8x- 8uj8y = ~vj~x- ~uj~y. A contour plot of the 
salution for desingularisation parameter b = 0.05 and timestep ~t* = 0.02 is shown 
in figure 5.22 at timet*= 4.0. Cross sections of the contour plot at y = O.lh (through 
the shear layer) and at y = 0.9h (through the vortex core) give a clearer view of the 
vorticity concentration in the vortex structure ( c and d). 

Also, a code was implemented to calculate the streamlines by integration, starting 
from a number of points in the flue exit. These streamlines are shown together with 
the vortex structure of figure 3. 7 ( b = 0.05, t* = 4, ~t* = 0.02) in 5.22a. 

In principle, for small times t* the solution for eg. the total circulation r of 
the shear layer, and the position of its centre of vorticity should converge to the 
similarity solution for the edge (§ 5.3.1). For an instantaneously starting flow we 
expect the centre of vorticity position to grow with t 314 and the total circulation with 
t112 (Batchelor 1976). Figures 5.23a and 5.23b show that globally these limits are 
correct for our calculations. It is interesting however, that the influence of varying 
desingularisation parameter b does nót lead to the expected more accurate solutions 
for smaller b. The reason is probably that the number of timesteps taken in this 
region is too small to make an accurate comparison. 
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Figure 5.22: Contour plot (b) of the vorticity distri bution in one shear layer of a free jet at 
t* = 4.0. The calculated streamlines for this solution are shown in (a) . The desingularisation 
parameter ó = 0.05 and the timestep tl.t* = 0.02. Cross sections of the contour plot at 
y = 0.9h ( c) and at y = O.lh ( d) give more quantitative insight. 
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Attack transient of a flue organ pipe 

W.E.A. Mahu* M.C.A.:t\1. Peters* M.-P. Verget 
A. Hirschberg* A.P.J. Wijnands* B. Fabret 

Abstract 

Flow visualizations of the jet formation during the initia! phase of the attack tran
sient in a flue organ pipe are presented. These visualizations are related to acoustical 
pressure measurements inside the pipe. This acoustical response appears to be ex
tremely sensitive to the steepness of the rise of the supply pressure in the foot of the 
pipe. A fast pressure rise implies not only a strong initial pressure buildup due to 
the volume injection, it also results in an impulsive vortex shedding at the labium 
when the jet reaches this sharp edge. For a slow pressure rise the initial response 
is considerably smaller and the jet is so strongly deflected outwarcis that it initially 
misses the labium. These observations are analysed and related to the effect of the 
labium position and to the use of ears on the attack transient of organ pipes. 

6.1 Introduetion 

Physical models of musical instruments 
can be used to develop a new type of 
sound synthetisers. Models for various 
instruments are available at IRCAMt. 
The work presented here is a contribu
tion to the development of physical mod
els of flute-like instruments. In these in
struments the sound is obtained by the 
interaction of an air jet with a sharp 
edge, called the labium. The jet is formed 
by blowing through a channel, called the 
flue, or by using the lips. The details of 
the sound production are not fully under
stood. The instrument is usually mod
elled as a feedback loop consisting of a 

*Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, W&S 
0.54, Postbus 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The 
Netherlands. 

ti.R.C.A.M., 1, Place lgor Stravinski, 75004, 
Paris, France. 

*Laboratoire d'acoustique musicale, C.N.R.S. 
U.R.A. 868, Université de Paris VI, Tour 66, 4 
Place Jussieu, 75252, Paris, France. 

linear amplifier, the jet, which is non
linearly coupled to a resonator, repre
sented as a linear acoustical filter. Mod
elsof this type described inthereview of 
Fletcher and Rossing (1991) appear to be 
unable to describe simple features such 
as the steady-state acoustical amplitude. 
The non-linearity of the jet flow into the 
pipe, due to saturation when the jet dis
placement at the labium becomes larger 
than the jet width, is unable to predict 
the right amplitude and the specral dis
tribution of higher harmonies. As dis
cussed by Fabre (1992) the vortex shed
ding at the labium has to be taken into 
account to explain the experiments. This 
corresponds to the amplitude dependenee 
of the mouth "pseudo impedance" re
ported by Coltman (1968). 

While the steady oscillation of thc in
strument is not fully understood, the 
attack transient has not even been in
vestigated systematically. The works of 
Castellengo {1976), Angster and Miklos 
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(1989) and Nolle (1992) show a great va
riety of attack transients. The impar
tanee of the attack transient for the per
ception of sound justifies a much more 
detailed study. 

It is surprising that in the few existing 
theoretica} studies of the attack transient 
(Nolle (1992), Fletcher (1976)), a quasi
stationary model of the jet flow is as
sumed. The jet is assumed to he formed 
instantaneously and to have a steady vol
ume flux Qi determined by the supply 
pressure p0 in the foot of the pipe. The 
sound production is assumed to occur 
by volume injection into the pipe at the 
labium. The possibility of a time depen
dent jet flux Qi resulting in a monopole 
sound souree at the flue exit has been 
overlooked in the studies of Fletcher and 
Nolle. In this paper we compare acousti
cal pressure measurements PI at the pipe 
wall facing the mouth with theoretica! 
calculations described in more detail by 
Verge et al. (1993). In these calcula
tions a low frequency approximation is 
used and the interaction with the labium 
is ignored. We simply consider the effect 
of the time dependenee of Q i. Further
more we present some recent flow visual
izations and numerical calculations of the 
flow. 

6.2 Experimental procedures 

The geometry of the flue organ pipe used 
for our experimentsis shown in figure 6.1. 
For reasons of simplicity, the geometry 
has sharp edges and a straight flue chan
nel. The flue channel height h is one 
millimeter. The labium has been placed 
at a distance 4 h from the flue exit at a 
level 0.2 h (pipe-inwards) below the sym
metry plane of the flue channel. The 
labium angle is sharp and has an angle 
of 15°. These features are charaderistic 
fora recorder. The mouth width is equal 
to the pipe width. The pipe has a square 
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cross section of surface SP = 400 mm2
• 

The mouth surface is Sm = 80 mm2 and 
the flue channel cross section is Sc = 
20 mm2• The pipe is open at its passive 
end and has a length L = 283 mm. This 

Figure 6.1: Pipe geometry. 

results in a fundamental resonance fre
quency Jo = 514 Hz. The visualization is 
obtained with a Schlieren technique. The 
refractive index contrast is provided by 
injecting C02 in the foot of the pipe. The 
air flow is initiated by opening a valve 
placed just upstream of the foot of the 
pipe. The valve can he opened mechan
ically for a steep pressure rise (0.5 ms) 
or manually for a smoother pressure rise 
(10 ms). Pressure histories measured in 
the foot p0 and at the pipe wall facing 
the mouth PI, are presented in figures 6.4 
and 6.5. 

For the steep pressure rise, we observe 
after 6 ms of noise due to the friction 
of the valve (before opening) a complex 
oscillation dominating the signal during 
the first 40 ms before steady asciilation is 
reached. In the case of a slow attack, we 
observe only a very faint initia! response 
during the first 10 ms, foliowed by an 
exponential growth of oscillations of the 
second mode of the pipe at a frequency 
close to 2f0 • After about 40 ms satura
tion occurs and the oscillation frequency 
shifts towards the fundamental mode f 0 • 

Striking differences between the flow in
duced by the two pressure rises are ob
served in the visualizations (figures 6.2 
and 6.3). In the case of a fast attack, the 
jet hits the labium afterabout 2 ms resul-
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1. 4. 

2. 5. 

3. 6. 

Figure 6.2: Flow visualizations for a Jast valve opening, corresponding to the pressure data 
given in figure 6.4. Time t given after valve opening: t1 = 1.69 ms, t2 = 1.98 ms, t3 = 
2.49 ms, t4 = 3.03 ms, ts = 3.50 ms, t6 = 4.13 ms. 
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1. 4. 

2. 5. 

3. 6. 

Figure 6.3: Flow visualizations for a slow valve opening, corresponding to the pressure 
data given in figure 6.5. Time t given after valve opening: t1 = 2.50 ms, t2 = 4.00 ms, 
t3 = 5.50 ms, t4 = 7.00 ms, ts = 8.50 ms, t6 = 10.0 ms. 
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Figure 6.4: Foot pressure Po and pipe re
sponse p1 for the Jast valve opening. 
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Figure 6.5: Foot pressure Po and pipe re
sponse Pl for the slow valve opening. 

ting in an impulsive vortex shedding at 
the labium foliowed by a varicose type os
cillation of the jet. In the slow attack, the 
jet initially misses the labium. The con
tact between the jet and the edge of the 
labium is only established after 10 ms, 
corresponding roughly to the delay in 
pipe response observed in figure 6.5. In 

both cases the jet is clearly deflected out
wards before it reaches the labium. 

6.3 Theoretica! analysis 

We will now present a simplified model 
of this initial behaviour. A more detailed 
model is proposed by Vergeet al. (1993). 
As a starting point for our analysis we 
note that the mouth dimensions vs;;_ 
and the flue channel length are small 
compared to the distance CoT of propa
gation of acoustic waves corresponding 
to the typical rise t imes 0.5 ms ::; T ::; 

10 ms. We can therefore locally ne-

x=O x 

Figure 6.6: Acoustical model of the pipe. 

glect the effects of compressibility and 
assume that the jet volume flux Q; is 
equal to the sum of the flow Qout leav
ing the pipe and the flow Qin entering 
the pipe: Q; = Qout + Qin (figure 6.6). If 
we ignore friction and neglect non-linear 
terms, which is valid as long as the flow 
is dominated by the inertia, the equation 
of Bernoulli applied from the foot of the 
pipe to the flue exit yields: 

Ie 8Q; ( ) 
Po Sc Bt ~Po- Pm, 6.1 

whcre Ie is the effective channel length 
(Ie = 27 mm), Po the air density and Pm 
the mouth pressure. The pressure Pm is 
related to Qout by: 

hout 8Q out ( ) 
Po Sm ----af = Pm, 6.2 

where hout is the end correction represent
ing the inertia of the flow at the mouth 
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exit. Measurements discussed by Verge 
et al. (1993) show that Öout ~ 6 mm. 
The pressure p1 at the transducer placed 
at the pipe entrance is related to Pm by: 

Öïn ÖQin ( ) 
Po Sm at = Pm - P1, 6.3 

where Öïn ~ 3 mm. Furthermore for 
times t such that if (!0 t) < 1 we have 
no reflections from the passive pipe end 
and: 

Qin ( ) P1 = Poeo8 . 6.4 
p 

Assuming that öQiöt ~ Qlt, we have 
from equations (6.2-6.4): 

(6.5) 

hence because (Sm I Sp )( eot I Öout) > 1 for 
t > 0.1ms in our experiments we can as
sume Q out/ Qin » 1, so that Q out ~ Q j 
and Pm ~ Pl· The dominanee of the out
flow for t ~ 0.1ms explains the ini ti al 
bending of the jet towards the exterior 
of the pipe observed in the visualizations 
(figures 6.2 and 6.3). Furthermore using 
the approximation Qout ~ Qi and equa
tions 6.1 and 6.2 we find: 

Po _ 1 + Ie (Sm) (6.6) 
Pm - flout Sc 

hence PoiPm ~ 18 which appears to he 
a reasonable approximation for the first 
2 ms of the pipe response shown in fig
ure 6.3. 

The use of ears around the mouth of 
an organ pipe and the large wall thick
ness of a recorder at the mouth result into 
a large Öout· This implies a strong ini
tial pipe response PmiPo and a relatively 
small Qout/Qin· Hence thejet is forced by 
the ears to follow a straighter trajectory 
thereby increasing the chances that it will 
hit the labium early in the transient. The 
same effect could he obtained by placing 
the labium higher, more pipe outwards. 
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The displacement of the labium will how
ever dramatically influence the ratio of 
even and uneven harmonies in the steady 
sound (Fletcher and Rossing 1991 ). Ears 
therefore allow the use of a low labium 
(rich sound). 

In figure 6.3 we show the response of 
the pipe p1 calculated by Verge et al. 
(1993). In these calculations the inter
action of the jet with the labium has 
been ignored. We clearly observe a devia
tion between theory and experiment just 
when vortex shedding at the labium is 
observed in the visualization. A more de
tailed analysis including the effect of vor
tex shedding at the labium necessitate a 
detailed numerical si mulation of the flow. 
Calculations based on the vortex blob 
method (Krasny 1987) have been carried 
out in collaboration with the team of 
Prof. Piva. In these preliminary calcula
tions the flux Qj was calculated from the 
measured pressure p0 by using the equa
tion of Bernoulli neglecting the pipe re
sponse (Pm ~ 0). The ratio Qout/Qin was 
further calculated using the approxima
tion given by equation (6.5). 

The blob diameter was taken to ad
just the typical thickness of the unsteady 
viscous shear layers in the flue channel 
(8vlh = 0.35 and 0.5). The flue channel h 
was reduced by a corresponding displace
ment thickness. We see from figure 6.8 
that the numerical calculations qualita
tively predict the observed flow. Further 
work is now undertaken to include the ob
served phenomena in a simplified model 
suitable for time domain calculations. 
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Chaptcr 7 

Conclusions & recommendations 

Visualizations of the formation and development of a free jet have been extcnsively 
studied. Different sorts of models which are capable of descrihing such a jet are 
proposed. Each of them has its own merits. The potential flow description and the 
jet limit merely serve as relatively easy solvable limits within which the real positions 
of the vortex pair should he expected. The small time approximation is useful if one 
wants a quick and rough idea of the position of the vortex structure ( dimensionless 
time ;S 30). Vortcx core positions are not predicted by these simple models, but a 
two vortices (per shcar layer) model does. However, it is only reasonably predicting 
the measurements fortimes ;S 30 dimensionless units, or as long as xfh = 0(1). 

The elaborate vortex sheet model prediets the vortex front as well as its core 
within the accuracy of measurements until t :::::::: 50. lts disadvantage is that complex 
geometries cannot yet he modeled due to the description of the boundary conditions 
by the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation of the geometry, which is not available in 
an explicit form for most configurations. A combination of the vortex sheet model 
with the boundary element description used in the vortex blob method could solve 
this shortcoming. Another useful option in the panel method would he the implemen
tation of the panel redistribution which is performed each timestep in the physical 
plane, whereas now it is performed in the com.putational plane. This would have the 
advantage of refining the grid at places where it is neaded, viz. near the points of 
vortex shedding, where the Kutta-Joukowski condition is valid. 

Although the vortex sheet method is two orders more accurate in the vorticity 
description than the vortex blob method, a deficiency lies in its difficulty to model 
shear layers of a fini te thickness. Therefore, the natura} instability of a shear layer can 
only he modeled by increasing the panel size and numerical viscosity. Much more 
flexible and by far the most productive description was given by the vortex blob 
method. The combination of kemel desingularization with the boundary element 
description acts very accurately for as well the free jet as for the flue organ pipe. 

The photographs of the starting flow in a flue organ pipe could only he numerically 
modeled by the vortex blob method. The labium appeared to he hardly of influence 
on the position of the vortex front as well as its vortex cores for times until about 
twice the collision time. Therefore, rough approaches for the vortex structure position 
mentioned above could here also he used. 

A shortcoming of the vortex blob model in the described calculations is the con
stant value of the desingularization parameter 8. Since this quantity models the 
thickness of the shear layers, and due to the fact that shear layers grow in time due 
to diffusion, it is advisable to implcment a time varying 8 in the numerical code. 
Furthermore, since the veloeities in the flow field can he calculated anywhere at ar-
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hitrary times, the instationary Bernoulli equation offers the opportunity to calculate 
pressures at an arhitrary point at arhitrary times. This offers opportunities to calcu
late acoustical pressure variations, eg. in the pipe of a flue organ pipe, which could 
then he compared with measurements*. 

An important condusion finally, of the Rolduc Conference proceedings and the 
JASA artiele on the flue organ pipeis that the vortex shedding at the lahium's edge 
is of major importance for the acoustical pipe response. A crucial parameter for this 
vortex shedding appears to he the slope of the pressure onset. If the pressure rise 
inthefoot takes ahout 10 ms or longer to reach a stationary value of ahout 250 Pa, 
then no vortex shedding is to he expected. This could he of major importance for 
the perception of musical sound. 

*For the T-joint geometry also the calculation of dynamica! pressures at the edges of the 
local incompressible compact area near the bifurcation could lead to predictions of pressure 
pulsations at the ends of the side branches. Comparison to measurements is here also 
attractive. See further Peters (1993). 
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Appendix A 

The law of Biot & Savart 

Biot & Savart's law allows the determination of the velocity field in a potential flow 
for a given vorticity distribution. We will derive an expression that enables us to 
calculate the velocity field induced in free space by a line vortex. 

Like in § 2.1, we consider a velocity field that can be written as the summation of 
a rotation-free and a divergence-free part (cf. equation (2.4)): 

(A-1) 

with rot v1 = 0 and div v2 = 0. Therefore we can write: v1 = grad </>. For incompress
ible flows this leads to the Laplace equation: div grad 4> = 0. For the divergence-free 
field we introduce a vector potential A such that v2 = rot A. This vector poten
tial A can always he chosen divergence-free (proof can he found in for example Van 
Dongen (1990)). 

The relation between Ä and w still has to he investigated. With v2 = rot Ä and 
the mathematica! identity 

div grad A= grad divA- rot rot A, (A-2) 

div Ä = 0 leads to 

-w = -rot rot A= div grad A. (A-3) 

This relation is the Poisson equation with a souree term -w. For an infinitely vast 
medium the salution of (A-3) is ( cf. e.g. Batchelor (1976)): 

A= __!_ j Wi~~) dr(zo) (A-4) 
47r r(z, zo) 

V 

where r 2 = lz- z0 1. The velocity field v2(z) = rot Ä at some point z can now he 
written as 

v2(Z) = 4~ j rot ( ~) dr 
V 

= __!_ j ~rot w dr + __!_ j grad (~) x w dr. 
47r r 47r r 

(A-5) 
V V 

The rotation operator (rot) applies on z, while w = w(zo) so that rot w = 0, whencc 

.... .... 1 J rx w v2 (z) = -- --- dr, 
47r r 3 

(A-6) 
V 
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dF 

Figure A.l: Vorticity tube of length d Ï and surface dF. 

where ris the vector from z to z0 • If we think of the vorticity as concentrated in a 
small vorticity tube like in figure A.1 then w dr = w dF d f = r d f 

Equation (A-6) can now he written as a line integral 

v
2 

= _I_ j r: x d f = I_ j d f x r:, 
4~ ~ 4~ r 3 

(A-7) 
V V 

or Biot & Savart 's law. The velocity at any point in the freespace due to a fini te vor
ticity element can now he calculated in three dimensions. However, this investigation 
concentrates on two-dimensional flows. Therefore, the two-dimensional corresponding 
law has to he found. 

In the yz-plane, equation (A-6) can he considered as follows. The vorticity vector 
w is pointing in the ëx-direction according to w = wëx, and the intermediate vector 
r between two points zand Zo now simplifies to r = (x- xo)ëx + R. R represents 
the vector leading from the place where the vorticity lies towards the place where 
velocity due to this vorticity is to he calculated in two dimensions. Integration over 
x yields 

v(y, z) = ëx x jw(zo) ~ dF(zo). 
2~ F IRI2 

(A-8) 

For a vortex plane containing vorticity 1(s) along a curve with length s the next 
two-dimensional relation holds: 

v(y,z) = 2ëx x j,(s) ~ ds. 
~ c IRI2 

(A-9) 

This equation is used in section 3.1 for the description of two dimensional vortex 
layers. In the case the vorticity is concentrated in a point with strength r then it 
follows that 

.... ( ) ëx R r v y,z =-x-.... - . 
2~ IRI2 

(A-10) 

If one represents the position of the (y, z)-plane in complex coordinates z then it 
follows that: 
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dz ir 1 
dt - 211" ( Z - Zo r (A-ll) 

We find with (2.11b) that the complex flow potential due to a concentrated point 
vortex of strength r is: 

if 
<I>(Z) = -

2
11" ln(z- z0 ). (A-12) 



Appendix B 

Self-induced velocity of a point vortex 

We are interested in the influence of a point vortex of strength r 0 at a certain place 
z0 upon its own velocity. lf one assumes a total flow potential <Ptot, and the influence 
of a point vortex upon its own velocity is regarcled as a function merely of its mirror 
vortex, then it is clear that: 

(
dzo)* = lim {d<Ptot(z) + if0 1 } . 
dt z--+zo dz 211" z - zo 

(B-1) 

We would like to express the right-hand term of (B-1) in termsof (. Therefore it 
is splitted into two parts according to: 

(
dzo)* _ 1. d( {d<Ptot(() ifo 1 } 
- - Im- +--- + 
dt ( --+(o dz d( 211" ( - (o 

lim if0 d( {--1- + 1 dz} 
( ,z--+(o ,zo 211" dz ( - (o z - Zo d( · 

(B-2) 

The argument of the second limit can he rewritten as 

d( { __ 1 + 1 dz } _ d( :!:___ {In ( z - zo) } 
dz (- (o z- zo d( - dz d( (- (0 • (B-3) 

Taylor expansion of z = f( () around ( = ( 0 leads to 

Substitution of (B-3) and (B-4) simplifies the second limit in (B-2) to 

whence it follows that 
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v* = lim { d( (d<I>tot( () + if 1 ) + if 0 dl z (d() 2 

}· 

(-+(o dz d( 27r ( (- (0 ) 47r d(2 dz 
(B-6) 

Routh correction 

The complex conjugate velocity of a point vortex in the (-plane is hereby given as 
the sum of a velocity in the computational plane omitting the singular contribution 
of the vortex on itself, and an additional term, which is called Routh correction. 



Appendix C 

Momenturn conservation of a free 
vort ex 

In § 5.3.1 a one point vortex model for the similar problem of the flow around an edge 
was formulated. We will here derive that the assumption of a free vortex with a time 
dependent strength does not fulfill the condition of momenturn conservation. 

C.l Rott's Magnus force correction 

Concentration of the infinitely long vortex spiral in one point implies the existence of 
a feeding sheet for the transport of vorticity from the edge point towards the vortex 
(figure 2.4). This transport of vorticity introduces a pressure jump between the edge 
and the point vortex. This corresponds to a force which should he compensated 
for by an external force ( cf. figure 3.1). A pplication of the instationary Bernoulli 

~ds 

Figure C.l: The local vorticity distribution is defined as the velocity diE
ferenee over the vortex sheet: 1 = VA -VB. 

equation to the points A and B in figure C.1 leads to: 

PA-PB+~( 2 _ 2)+Ö(<PA-<PB) -O 
p 2 VA VB Öt - . (C-1) 

Since there is no momenturn transport normalto the sheet, a pressure jump over the 
vortex sheet cannot exist, because this would imply an infinite acceleration of the 
fluid. Hence the first term vanishes (PA= PB)· It is defined that 

def Ör(s) 
!(s) = 8;- =VA- VB, (C-2) 

where !( s) is called the locally distributed vorticity distribution, and s a coordinate 
along the sheet. The velocity of the sheet itself at some point s is the average of the 
veloeities above and under, according to 
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8s = Vs(s) = VA+ VB. 
8t 2 

(C-3) 

Combination with (C-1) and (C-2) leads to 

(C-4) 

at every point on the vortex line. It follows that any jump in velocity potential across 
the vortex sheet equals the change of circulation within a control surface. 

ar 8[~<I>(s)] 
-

8t 8t 
(C-5) 

For the point vortex model in figure 3.1b the velocity is the same in point A as it is 
in point B, that is, there is no velocity jump over an imaginary line that crosses the 
feeding sheet. The instationary Bernoulli equation applied to this model gives: 

PA- PB 8(<I>A- <l>B) _ O 
p + 8t -, (C-6) 

applying the definition of a potential difference between two points A and B infinitely 
close to each other: 

B 

~<I> = J v. ds = f v . ds. (C-7) 
A 

This equation can he related toa surface integral by Stokes' theorem: 

f v · ds = jj rot v dA = r 0 • (C-8) 
A 

With (C-5) we can relate a change in vorticity toa change in potential difference: 

With (C-6) it follows that 

or: 

PA- PB dfo 
p - dt ' 

dfo 
~p=pdt. 

(C-9) 

(C-10) 

(C-11) 

This pressure jump is the reason why there is no conservation of momentum. It leads 
to a pressure force perpendicular to the feeding sheet: 

vo/rtex d r 0 ... ... 

Frs = ~p ii · ds = pdt((r)o- (r)edge), (C-12) 
edge 
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where r0 denotes the position of the point vortex and ii is the normal vector on the 
feeding sheet. This force is independent of form of the feeding sheet. In complex 
notation we get 

Zvortex df 
Frs =i j ~P ds = i(zo- Zedge) dto. (C-13) 

Zedge 

This force can he compensated (Brown & Michael1954) by introducing an artificial 
Magnus force FM: 

FM= -ip(vloc- vo) fo, (C-14) 

where VJoc represents the local or free velocity 8<I>*(z)/8zJz=zo and v0 is the actual 
vortex velocity. The force balance is now: 

Frs +FM= 0. (C-15) 

Substitution of (C-13) and (C-14) gives: 

ip (vloc- vo) fo =i( zo- Zedge) p d!o. (C-16) 

The actual velocity now becomes: 

(Zo - Zedge) df 0 
Vo = VJoc- fo dt' (C-17) 

which was first derived by Rott (1956). Although momenturn conservation is hereby 
satisfied, there is still a resulting torque on the flow which is not compensated. Further 
considerations on this subject are given by Rott (1956). 

C.2 Equivalence with centre of vorticity conserving amalgamation 

Equation ( C-17) is a practical solution for the amalgamation of the two point vortices 
f 0 and f 1 of §(5.3). This can he understood as follows. The centre of vorticity is 
given by the ratio of the total momenturn and the total circulation of both vortices: 

N 

L:rkzk 
- k=l 

Z= N 

:Lrk 
k=l 

(C-18) 

Using the condition of conservation of centre of vorticity and of vorticity itself, the 
position of the vortex after one timestep is given by: 

This can he written as 

zf O,t + Zedgedf O,t 

Zt+dt = r + dr 
O,t O,t 

(C-19) 
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and approximated by 
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dfo 
Zt+dt - Zt = ( Zedge - Zt) f O + df O , (C-20) 

Zt - Zedge df o 
[( ) 2] 

Zt+dt - Zt = - r o dr o + o r o . (C-21) 

In first approximation this is the same expression as was deduced for the force free 
vortex in § 5.3.2. 
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Abstract 

Flow visua.lization of the initial transient in a small recorder-like flue organ pipe is 
presented and the various stages of the jet formation are related to measurements 
of the acoustic response of the pipe. An initia.l acoustic signal, due to the unsteady 
volume flow of the jet, appears before the forming jet reaches the labium. This signal 
can easily be modelled using a low frequency approximation. The initial trajectory 
of the jet makes a curve towards the exterior of the pipe. Under certain conditions, 
the jet may even, at first, miss the labium. We relate this effect to the steepness 
of the pressure rise in the foot of the pipe. The initial impact of the jet with the 
labium appears to be a crucial factor in the triggering of the tra.nsient. Moving thc 
labium towards the exterior of the pipe, using a steep pressure rise or putting ears 
around the mouth increa.se the chances that the jet will hit the labium. This initial 
impact is foliowed by an impulsive vortex shedding at the la.bium and subsequently a 
high frequency varicose-like oscillation is observed on the jet. This oscillation is also 
observed without labium. Afterabout three periods of the fundamental mode of the 
pipe, turbulence appears therefore destroying these coherent structures. Whereas the 
time dependenee of the jet velocity domina.tes the fi.rst stage of the starting transient, 
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the jet velocity fluctuations during steady-state result in a non-negligible damping. 
~ This loss mechanism is, for the fundamental mode of our experimental organ pipc, IIIÎ ~~~~ of the sameorder of magnitude as the radiation or visco-thermal damping. 

keywords: flue organ pipes, recorder, flute, initial transient, damping, vortex shed
ding, time-domain simulation. 

D.l Introduetion 

The aim of the present research is to develop physical models of flute-like musical 
instruments suitable for time-domain simulations. The work presented in this paper 
is based on experimental measurements which are described in the following sections. 
We will mainly focus on the initial transient. lndeed, this regime appears to he 
crucial from the point of view of perception and therefore represents an important 
element of a good simulation. We concentrate on the first stage of the transient at 
the moment at which the jet formation results, by volume injection into the system, 
in a variabie volume flux into the pipe and hence the formation of an initia! acoustic 
wave at its entrance. In order to describe our observations of the response of the pipe 
during the first phase of the initia! transient, we propose a simple physical model 
which is used for time-domain simulations. We then present calculations of the jet 
formation time obtained with different methods and a simple model to describe the 
trajectory of the forming jet. In the literature, a constant jet velocity is assumed 
during steady-state. However, we show that the velocity variations during this regime 
are significant enough to induce a non-negligile damping of the oscillation in the pipe. 
It is interesting to note that in spite of the simple nature ofmany of the effects which 
are described in this paper, they have not been considered before in the literature. 

Flue organ pipes are usually modelled as a feedback loop composed of a li
near resonator coupled to an excitator, the jet-edge system (Cremer & lsing 1967, 
Fletcher & Rossing 1991, Mclntyre et al. 1983, Elder 1973). Thejet itselfis assumed 
to he a linear amplifier which responds to the acoustic flow at the flue exit. The non
linearity of the system, which is necessary to reach a finite oscillation amplitude upon 
steady-state operation, is commonly assumed to he a saturation of the jet drive when 
the lateral displacement of the jet at the labium becomes larger than the jet width. 
While this theory is considered to he fairly accurate, it nevertheless fails to predict 
important parameters: the predicted blowing pressure threshold for steady-state os
cillation is approximately a factor three too high (Fletcher 1976a) and the amplitude 
of the fundamental mode of the acoustic oscillation is overestimated by one order of 
magnitude (Fabre 1992). 

The study of Fabre (1992) shows that acoustically induced vortex shedding at 
the labium, which correspond to the amplitude dependenee of the mouth impcdanee 
reported by Coltman (1968), constitutes a very crucial non-linear damping much more 
important than the linear visco-thermal or radiative losses considered by Fletcher 
(1991, 1976a) . As suggested by Fabre, this impulsive vortex shedding at the labium 
which occurs at high blowing pressure also largely determines the generation of higher 
harmonies and hence, the musical quality of the sound. In this sense, the use of a 
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Figure D.l: Experimental organ pipe (dimensions in mm). 

vortex sound theory focusing on the flow around the labium, as proposed by Howe 
(1975), appears to he a powerful approach. However, the vortex shedding yields a 
damping of the fundamental rather than an amplification as suggested by Howe. The 
experimental measurements presented in this paper will show that vortex shedding 
at the labium also drastically affects the initial transient. We will however leave the 
discussion of this aspect of the problem for a subsequent paper. At the present time, 
we will only focus on the formation of the jet. We should finally stress that we are 
only able to propose qualitative information for the observations that we present. 

D.2 Experimental procedures 

In our experimental study, at the Eindhoven University of Technology, we have used a 
small organ pipe with a geometry typical of dutch street pipe organs and renaissance 
recorders. The use of an organ pipe instead of a flute eliminates the human factor, 
which is convenient from an experimental point of view. For reasans of simplicity, 
we have also chosen a geometry with sharp edges and a straight flue channel. This 
does not correspond to a musically optimal configuration. Nevertheless, the features 
described in this paper are very general and are expected to appear in very different 
types of musical instruments. 

The geometry of our flue organ pipeis shown in Fig. D.l*. The pipeis 283.0 ± 
0.1 mm long and is open at its passive extremity. The upper wallat the mouthof the 
pipe has an edge with an angle of 15° which forms the labium. The pipe width H is 
20.00 ± 0.05 mm. The walls are made out of brass and are 5 mm thick. The foot of 
the pipe has a length of 75 mm and a volume V of 34 cm3

• It is connected to the 
mouthof the pipe by a 20 mm long channel of variabie height h and whose width H 
is the same as that of the pipe. At the flue exit, the height he of the channel is equal 

*Since most of the pictures and figures are already given in Chapters 5 and 6, we merely 
add the new or different ones here. 
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to 1.01 ± 0.02 mm. The lower edge of the flue exit is located 19.92 ± 0.01 mm above 
the lower wall of the pipe. The distance W between the edge of the labium and the 

~ flue exit is 4.05 ±0.05 mm, the mouth surface Sm is therefore equal to 81 mm2
• The 

.. - upper wallof the pipe (or lower part of the labium) was placed at a distance y0 equal 
to 0.30 ± 0.02 mm above the lower wall of the flue channel. Hence the pipe cross 
section area Sp is 404.40 mm2

• Typical radii of curvature of the edges in the organ 
pipe are 0.03 mm at the labium and 0.02 mm for the edges of the flue channel exit. 

The foot is delimited upstream by a 8 mm diameter circular diaphragm covered 
with a fine gauze with a mesh size of about 1 mm. The aim of this diaphragm and 
gauze is to damp out the oscillations of the pressure PJ in the foot. The air entering 
the pipeis delivered tothefoot by a 10 cm long pipe with a diameter of 2 cm fixed on 
a 8 liter settling chamber. This chamber is connected through a 10 m long pipe with 
an inner diameter of 19 cm toa large pressure supply room of 3600 m3 • The room in 
which the set-up is placed has a volume of 47 m3 • The pressure difference between 
this room and the pressure supply is maintained by the ventilation system of the 
building (stability 0.5 Pa). The flow is triggered by opening a valve with a diameter 
of 2 cm just upstream of the foot of the pipe. This valve consists of a small woodcn 
plate which is driven like an arrow by a crossbow. It can he pulled mechanically when 
the crosshow is used; the typical rise time T of the pressure PJ is then of about 0.5 
ms and the experiment can he reproduced accurately. For a smoother pressure rise 
( T ~ 10 ms) the valve can he pulled manually. In this case the reproducibility of the 
experiments is poor and hence the data of different experiments are not accurately 
correlated. 

The pressure PJ in the foot of the pipe and the pressure pp at its entrance (just 
below the mouth, 277.80 mm from the end of the pipe) are measured by using 
acceleration-compensated piezoelectrical gages (type PCB 116 A). The gages are 
mounted flush in the walls and their position is shown in Fig. 6.1. The charge de
livered by the gages is amplified by means of charge amplifiers (Kistler type 5007, 
with a bandwith extending between 0.1 Hz and 22kHz) and transmitted toa digital 
memory (8 bits, 2048 samples) for further analysis with a PC. The pressure gages 
were calibrated with an accuracy of 1 %. Flow visualization through glass windows 
placed around the mouthare clone using a Schlieren technique (Merzkirch 1974). A 
refractive index difference between the gas flowing out of the flue exit and the air in 
the pipeis obtained by filling the foot of the pipe with co2 priortoeach experiment. 
The light souree is a Nanolite spark discharge with a duration of 80 ns. The light 
sparkis triggered by the output of a delay line driven by the pressure signal PJ· For 
each experiment, a single picture of the flow is taken at a given instant determined 
with an accuracy of 10 J.LS. This procedure is then repeated for different delays in 
order to obtain the series of pictures shown in Figs. 5.1-5.4, 6.2 and 6.3. As noted 
above, when the valve is driven by the crosshow the transient can he reproduced. For 
manual openings of the valve, the sequence of pictures shown do not correspond to 
identical pressure signals and can only he compared qualitatively. However, the dif
ference between the two types of transient is so dramatic that even such a comparison 
is interesting. 
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D. 3 Pressure signals 

The initia! rise of the pressure PJ in the foot of the pipe is controlled by the speed 
of the opening of the val ve. Pressure signals measured in the foot for a fast and a 
slow opening of the valve are shown in Figs. 6.4a (Po) and 6.5a (p0 ). A steep pressure 
rise with a characteristic rise time of 0.5 ms is obtained by opening the valve with 
the crossbow. As seen in Fig. 6.4a, the pressure history shows an oversboot of about 
25% of the steady-state mean value foliowed by oscillations at about 1 kHz which are 
damped out within approximately 15 ms. The pressure rise is preceded by a high 
frequency noise generated by the friction of the wooden valve driven by the crossbow. 
This noise does not appear to have a strong influence on the jet velocity response 
but may limit the generality of the observations we will make. A much smoothcr 
pressure rise is obtained with a manual opening of the valve. The typical rise time 
is then of the order of 10 ms. This time can he considered as being relatively long 
compared to the round trip time of a wave travelling in the resonator (about 2 ms 
for our experimental flue pipe). Hence we have, with the mechanica} and manual 
opening of the valve, two sets of experiments corresponding to extreme situations. 
In typical playing conditions, the rise time is expected to lie within these two limits 
(Nolle & Finch 1992). 

Measurements of the pressure signa} Pv at the pipe entrance corresponding to the 
driving pressure histories of Figs. 6.4a and 6.5a are shown in Figs. 6.4b and 6.5b 
respectively. A dramatic dependenee of the pipe pressure response on the foot pres
sure rise time is observed. When a steep pressure rise is used, the formation of a 
small pressure pulse with a duration of about 2 ms is noticed just after the opening 
of the valve. As will he seen later, this first pressure pulse is due to the initia! ac
celeration of the jet which results in an unsteady volume flow into the pipe. This 
pulse is difficult to see at :first glance because it is preceded by noise due to the 
friction of the valve. However, as seen in Figures D.5b and D.6b, this pulse re
produces well and its magnitude appears to correspond to the theoretica! prediction 
which we will discuss further. Some 4 ms after the start of the opening of the valve, 
pressure peaks are observed. This is followed, after some complex initia! pressure 
response, by a periodic sequence of peaks at regular time intervals ( about 2 ms) 
that correspond to the fundamental mode of the pipe. For steep driving pressure 
rises, the initia} oscillation in the pipe is often dominated by a frequency correspond
ing to the second or third mode of the pipe. After an exponential growth of the 
oscillation, saturation occurs along with a shift towards a lower acoustic mode of 
the pipe (Fabre 1992, Nolle & Finch 1992, Fletcher 1976b, Angster & Miklos 1989). 
Below 190 Pa, our experimental flue pipe sounds at its fundamental mode under 
steady-state conditions, while above 270 Pa the second mode prevails. It is interest
ing to note that the amplitude of the steady-state pressure signa} Pv is comparable 
to the average pressure PJ in the foot. As will heseen in Section D.5.5 this results in 
jet velocity fluctuations which are not negligible. A consequence of these jet velocity 
fluctuations is that they induce pressure variations in the foot of the pipe. This is 
clearly seen on the pressure signals of Figs. 6.4a and 6.5a where an oscillation at the 
same frequency as that of the acoustic signal in the resonator is observed. 
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The pressure history for a manual opening of the valve is quite different from the 
one we have just discussed for the mechanica! opening. With a smooth pressure rise, 
the initial pressure pulse induced by the variabie volume flux during the formation of 
the jet is faint yet clearly observable. It is foliowed by about 20 ms of relative silence. 
The acoustic oscillation in the pipe then starts and is dominated by the second mode 
of the pipe. In contrast with the behaviour induced by the fast valve opening, the 
growth of the acoustic oscillation is smooth. The saturation amplitude is reached 
after about 30 oscillations and it then slowly shifts towards the fundamental mode 
frequency. 

D .4 Flow visualization 

The flow visualization corresponding to the driving pressure signals of Figures 6.4a 
and 6.5a are shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. Forthefast opening, we show 
the flow at intervals of approximately 0.5 ms during the fi.rst 6 ms. For the slow valve 
opening, we show the first 10 ms with time intervals of 1.5 ms. On the first picture 
of Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, it is seen that the flow at the flue exit separates from the walls 
at the flue exit forming a pair of vortices. The flow separation at the sharp edges is 
due to friction. lnitially, the two vortices grow independently and their paths make 
an angle of about 45° with the flue axis. After the vortices have travelled a distance 
comparable with the flue exit width he, the horizontal velocity which they induce on 
each other becomes dominant. The two vortices travel towards the labium as they 
grow further. At this point it is clearly observed that the vortex pair and the jet 
which is formed behind it do not follow a straight path along the flue channel axis. 
lndeed, the vortex pair trajectory makes a curve towards the exterior of the mouth. 
This effect is much more pronounced for the slow valve opening than for the fast one. 
This flow deflection is expected to he a consequence of the asymmetry between the 
flow distribution at the flue exit; a more quantitative discussion of this effect is given 
in section D.6.2. 

Due to the strong deflection when a slow opening of the valve is used, the vortex 
pair at the front of the jet passes at some distance from the labium. A strong 
interaction of the jet with the labium is therefore delayed. The flow visualization 
shows that in these conditions the jet touches the labium some 4 ms later. When the 
fast opening is used, the jet hits the labium at once about 2 ms after the opening of the 
valve. As was discussed in the introduction, the impact of the jet with the labium is an 
event that generates an acoustic wave at the entrance of the pipe since it results in the 
shedding of a vortex (Powell 1990). We indeed observe strong fluctuations in the pipe 
response after the jet has reached the labium. The contact of the jet with the labium 
therefore seems to he an important element in the triggering of the transient. It is 
however difficult to relate systematically the various flow observations to a particular 
pressure response. lndeed, the flow complexity is further increased by the appearance 
of a varicose type oscillation of the jet with a frequency close to the most unstable 
frequency of a planar jet as observed by Sato (1960) (Sr = fhi/vi = 0.23, where 
Sr is the Strouhal number, hi the jet height, f the frequency and Vj the jet speed). 
This oscillation around 3 to 4 kHz may correspond to an edge-tone feedback loop 
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(Kaykayoglu & Rockwell1986). While, as is seen on Figs. 5.1-5.4, similar instahilities 
are observed also in experimentsin the absence of a labium, there is a clear correlation 
between the onset of these instahilities and the contact of the jet with the labium. It 
is also unlikely that these oscillations are induced by the oscillation of the pressure 
Pi inthefoot of the pipe since we do not observe a significant signa} around 3 kHz in 
the foot. Furthermore, such high frequencies would be integrated by the large inertia 
of the air in the long fl.ue channel used in our experiments. 

It is interesting to note that we do not observe a strong pipe response at the 
frequency corresponding to the planar instability of the jet. This contrasts with 
earlier experiments (Hirschberg et al. 1990) where we did observe such a high fre
quency response during the initia} transient. Nolle (1992) and Castellengo (1976) 
have also observed high frequency bursts during the first milliseconds of organ pipe 
and recorder responses which may be related to an edge-tone phenomenon. In par
ticular Castellengo obtained such bursts in a recorder both with and without a pipe 
(Fabre 1992). 

After 4 or 5 ms turbulence gradually appears thus washing out the coherent two
dimensional structures on that portion of the jet moving away from the labium. 
After the contact between the jet and the labium has been established, transversal 
oscillations of the jet are observed. Because we consider here an asymmetrie labium 
position, the jet only interacts with the edge of the labium when it is in its most 
inward position. Vortices are then shed to which correspond sharp acoustic pulses 
in the pipe response. This represents a highly non-linear interaction between the jet 
and the labium even for an oscillation amplitude small compared to the jet width. 
This non-linearity certainly strongly encourages the oscillation of higher-order modes 
of the pipe during the initial phase of the transient. 

D.5 Pipe reponse to jet volume flux 

D.5.1 Simple acoustic model 

Our analysis of the effects of the initial volume injection into the mouthof a fl.ue organ 
pipe is based on the simple one-dimensional acoustic model presented in Fig. D.2. 
The tube on the left represents a region around the fl.ue exit small enough, comparcd 
to the wavelength of the acoustic movements considered, to neglect locally the effects 
of compressibility. The cross section Sm of this tube is equal to that of the mouthand 
its length bm represents the end correction that can be associated with the mouth. 
The larger tube on the right, having the same cross section SP and lenght Lp as that 
of the pipe, represents the resonator where propagation phenomena take place. The 
fl.ue exit, where flow injection occurs, is located at coordinate x = -bin with x an 
axis parallel to the tubes. Flow and pressure continuity is assumed at the interface 
between the two tubes. 

The end correction bm can be determined theoretically by assuming that it consists 
of three terms (Van Steenbergen 1990): 

(D-1) 
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Figure D.2: Simple acoustic model. 

The first term 8c is the contribution due to the mouth constriction. If we consider 
this constriction as a diaphragm with an opening of rectangular surface WH placed 
asymmetrically in a pipe of cross section H 2, we can calculate the correction 8c with 
the expression proposed by Morse and Ingard (1968): 

4 (1 1rW 1 1rW) 8 = - W ln - tan- + - cot-
c 1r 2 4H 2 4H . (D-2) 

The second term 8e represents the effects of the glass windows placed around the 
mouth and acting as ears. In our experimental pipe, they exceed the flue exit axis 
by a length ie = 9.5 mm and delimit a surface approximately equal to that of the 
pipe. The last term 8r corresponds to the inertia of the flow at the end of the glass 
windows. 

In order to express the end corrections 8e and 8r in length of pipe having a cross 
section equal to that of the mouth, we use the following expression which converts a 
length of pipe 61 having a cross section Sp into an end correction 8 of cross section 
Sm: 

8 
=Sm tankD.l 

s k ' p 

(D-3) 

where k is the wave number. Equation (D-3) can he deduced from a low frequency 
approximation of the resonance condition of the acoustic model of Fig. D.2: 

(D-4) 

where 8P is an end correction at the passive extremity of the pipe. Measurements by 
means of a two microphone method show that our experimental pipe shows a flanged 
pipe behaviour with 8p equal to (Peters et al. 1992): 

[Ji2 
8p = o.s2v --;-· (D-5) 

Finally, using Eq. (D-3) and assuming a flanged pipe behaviour at the mouth, we 
obtain for the end corrections 8e and 8r: 
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(D-6) 

(D-7) 

The values of the total end correction lim at the mouth calculated from Eqs. (D-1 ), 
(D-2), (D-6) and (D-7) are shown in Fig. D.3 for the fundamental passive resonance 
frequency of our pipe and different ratio Wj H. They are compared with the cor
responding experimental values of the end correction of the mouth deduced from 
the measurement of the passive resonance frequencies fres of our experimental pipe, 
Eq. (D-3) and the following: 

61 = ( 2~es- Lp- Óp), (D-8) 

where Co is the speed of sound in air. The calculated values are fairly accurate and 
predict the dependency of the end correction with the mouth geometry. 

The end correction associated with the mouthof the acoustic model of Fig. D.2 
was calculated from Eq. (D-1) for the fundamental passive resonance frequency of our 
pipe. In TableI we compare the resonance frequencies of our model calculated with 
Eq. (D-4) and the measured passive resonance frequencies of our experimental pipe 
for a ration W / H = 0.2. We also include in Table I resonance frequencies obtained by 
taking into account radiation and visco-thermic losses. These frequencies correspond 
to the minima of the impcdanee curve at the end of the tube and were calculate 
by using a complex propagation constant (Polack et al. 1987) and the real part of 
the radiation impedances. These results show that the end correction lim should he 
adjusted with frequency in order to fit the experimental data exactly. However, in 
this paper, this effect will he neglected and the end correction Óm will he considered 
to he constant. 
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D.5.2 Jet velocity 

The key element in the acoustic model presented in the previous sectionis that it takes 
~ into account the velocity variations of the flow at the flue exit during the formation 
.. - of the jet. This enables to simulate the pressure pulse seen on the initial pressure 

response pp of the resonator and the flow distribution at the flue exit. These features 
constitute important parameters to consider in a description of the transient. lndeed 
the initial pulse is the first acoustic signal to which the resonator responds and the 
flow distribution at the flue exit accounts for the dependenee of the jet trajectory on 
the steepness of the driving pressure rise. 

The injection of fluid into the mouth is driven by the pressure difference between 
the foot and the mouth of the pipe. Since the channel length is small compared to 
the distance travelled by sound waves during typical driving pressure rise times, the 
air in the channel can he considered to he incompressible. If friction is neglected in 
the flue channel, the flow velocity at the flue exit can he estimated by applying the 
Bernoulli equation (Paterson 1987) between a point at the entrance of the channel 
and a point at the flue exit. It is further assumed that due to the flow separation (jet 
formation), the pressure at the flue exit is equal to the acoustic pressure Pm in the 
mouth. Neglecting the air velocity in the foot of the pipe, the following relationship 
is obtained: 

(D-9) 

where t is time, p0 is the air density, 1./)m, 1./)f, Pm and Pi the velocity potential and 
the pressure in the mouthand the foot of the pipe respectively and Vj the jet velocity 
at the flue exit. In order to calculate the velocity potential difference, the velocity 
v(y) of the flow along the flue channel must he known. If flow incompressibility and 
a uniform velocity across the channel width are assumed, we obtain from the mass 
conservation law: 

{D-10) 

where y is an axis parallel to the flue channel, h(y) is the height of the flue channel 
decreasing from the foot to the flue exit and he is its height at the flue exit. Using 
Eq. (D-10), the difference of potential between the entrance of the channel and the 
flue exit can now he written: 

(D-11) 

where Ie is the effective channellength. For the geometry of our experimental pipe, a 
numerical evaluation of the integral of Eq. (D-11) yields a length Ze of 2. 7 cm. From 
Eq. (D-9z0 and (D-11), the following relationship is obtained: 

(D-12) 
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lnitially, the inertial term of the left side of Eq. (D-12) dominates. Gradually, as the 
pressure in the foot stabilises, the jet aquires kinetic energy which, during steady
state, is just equal to the pressure difference between the foot and the mouth of the 
p1pe. 

Typical velocity rises for a mechanica! and a manual opening of the valve are 
shown in Figs. D.4. They were obtained numerically from Eq. (D-12) and the 
experimental data presented in Figs. D.5 and D.6. In both cases, the velocity rises 
gradually; the integration effect of the inertia of the air in the flue channel therefore 
constitutes a smoothing processof the driving pressure fluctuations. Intherest of this 
paper, the jet volume flux Qi will he estimated to he equal to heHVj which neglects 
the influence of friction on the walls of the flue channel. The order of magnitude of 
the error in Qi due to friction is 2.;;;tJ3/he where vis the kinematic viscosity of air 
and is equal to 1.5 x 10-5m2 fs. This error is of about 20% after 2 ms. 

D.5.8 Initia! pipe response 

The first acoustic signal appearing on the pressure signals Pv measured at the entrance 
of the pipe and shown in Figs. 6.4b and 6.5b is a small positive pressure pulse. This 
initial acoustic signal is more obvious on the pressure signals of Figs. D.5b, and D.6b 
where a larger time scale and a higher driving pressures were used (see Figs. D.5a and 
D.6a). The formation of this pulse corresponds with the initial volume injection at 
the flue exit and is a consequence of the unsteady flow velocity at the flue exit. In 
order to estimate the amplitude of this initial signal, the flow distribution at the flue 
exit must first he determined. 

At the origin, the mass conservation law gives: 

(D-13) 

where Qi is the flow coming out of the flue exit, Qout the flow going towards the 
exterior of the pipe through the mouth and Qin the flow going inwards. The jet 
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Figure D.5: Measured and simula.ted pressure signa] fora fast valve open
ing: a) measured pressure signa] in the foot of the pipe; b) measured 
pressure signa] at the entrance of the pipe and corresponding simulated 
pressure signa]. 

flow Qi is calculated with the Bernoulli equation. If non-linear terms are neglected 
initially, which is valid for times such that inertia dominates, Eq. (D-12) yields: 

Ie dQj 
Po Se dt ~ PJ- Pm, (D-14) 

where Se = heH is the cross section of the channel at the flue exit. Similar relation
ships are obtained by applying the Bernoulli equation between points located at the 
exterior of the mouth, the entrance of the pipe and the flue exit: 

Öout dQout 
Po Sm ----;u- :::::::! Pm, (D-15) 

Öïn dQin 
Po Sm dt :::::::; Pm - Pv, (D-16) 

where Öout and Öïn are the portion of the end correction Öm on the left and right of 
the origin and Pv is the pressure signa} at the entrance of the resonator. The end 
corrections Öout and Öïn represent respectively the inertia at the mouth exit and the 
entrance of the pipe. As a first approximation it will he assumed, if we consider that 
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the the flue exit is located in the middle of the mouth constriction, that Sin is equal 
to half of the end correction Sc associated with the mouth constriction and that Sout 
is equal to Sm minus Sin (Sm = Sin + Sout)· For times shorter than a round trip time 
of a sound wave travelling in the resonator (a bout 2 ms in our pipe) and neglecting 
friction in the pipe: 

(D-17) 

By using Eqs. (D-15), (D-16) and (D-17) and the rise time T of the driving pres
sure rise to estimate the time derivatives ( oQ 1 at ~ Q /r ), the following relationship 
is obtained: 

(D-18) 

Typical rise timesTin our experiments lie between 0.5 ms and 10 ms which implies 
that, for our experimental conditions, most of the flow Qi will be flowing out through 
the mouth. Hence, this very simple model qualitatively explains the strong deflection 
of the jet towards the exterior of the mouth. Furthermore, Eq. (D-18) shows that 
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the fraction of the jet flow going outwards will increase, hecause of lower inertia, 
when decreasing the steepness of the driving pressure rise and inversely. This is in 
agreement with the ohservations we made from the flow visualisations and enahles 
to relate the jet trajectory to the steepness of the pressure rise. Prediction of the jet 
deflection hased on this ratio will he presented in Section D.6.2. We now make the 
following approximations: 

which are used in Eq. (D-15) to deduce the amplitude of the initia! pulse: 

poÖout dQj 
PP ~ ---s::-dt. 

(D-19) 

(D-20) 

(D-21) 

The pressure signal pp at the entrance of the pipe therefore depends on the time 
derivative of the jet flow Qi. Velocity profiles such as the ones of Fig. D.4 will result 
in a pressure pulse whose maximum will he reached at the moment of maximum jet 
velocity variations. It is now possihle, hy using Eqs. (D-14), (D-20) and (D-21), to 
express the pressure signal pp at the entrance of the pipe, for a given geometry of the 
mouth, as a function of the driving pressure PJ only: 

,...., PJ 
PP""' ( l S ) . 1+cYe 

(D-22) 

For our experimental pipe, Eq. (D-22) is equivalent to: 

(D-23) 

Using the data of Figs. D.5a and D.6a, the amplitude of the pressure pulses seen in 
Figs. D.5h and Figs. D.6h and predicted hy Eq. D-23 are 42 Pa and 7 Pa respectively 
which is a fair approximation. The model just presented is only valid for times such 
that the movement of the jet is dominatcd hy inertia and does not take into account 
the reflection of acoustic waves hy the pipe. A more accurate model is presented in 
the following section. 

D.5.4 Pipe response including reflections 

The model presented in this section is hased on the one-dimensional model shown 
in Fig. D.2. The pressure Pm at coordinate x = -Din is determined hy the value 
of the low frequency approximation of the radiation impedance Zout at the mouth 
(Rayleigh 1896): 

(D-24) 
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where w is the angular frequency, rm the radius of a circle having the same cross 
section as that of the mouth ( 1rr! = WH = Sm) and hout the end correction calcu
lated in the previous section. Written in the time domain, by using inverse Fourier 
transform, Eq. (D-24) becomes: 

_ PoCfJ ( 1 r! Jl Q out Öout dQ out) 
Pm- Sm -4c5 dt2 +~~. (D-25) 

The pressure wave pP inside the resonator is represented by two progressive waves 
travelling along the x coordinate in opposite directions. In the frequency-domain, it 
is equal to: 

(D-26) 

where ris the propagation constant, a and bare complex amplitudes and are related 
by: 

b = R(w)a, (D-27) 

where R(w) is the reflection coefficient. Using Euler's equation and Eq. (D-26), the 
following expression for the acoustic flow QP inside the resonator is obtained: 

Q = SP (ae-rx _ berx) ejwt 
P Ze (w) . (D-28) 

where Ze(w) is the charaderistic impedance of the pipe. Using Eq. (D-26), (D-27) 
and (D-28) we find a relationship between the acoustic pressure pP and the acoustic 
flow QP inside the pipe: 

A _ Ze ( W) QA R ( ) (Ze ( W) QA A ) 

PP - S P + w S P + PP • 
p p 

(D-29) 

This expression can now he written in the time domain by using the convolution 
theorem: 

pp(O,t) = FT-1{Ze} *~in+ FT-1 {R(w)Ze} *~in+ r(t) * pp(O,t), 
p p 

(D-30) 

where FT-1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform, * the convolution integral and r(t) 
is the reflection function at the entrance of the pipe defined as the inverse Fourier 
transform of the reflection coefficient. In our calculations, we used the following 
reflection function, proposed by Polack (1987), which takes into account visco-thermic 
dissipation in the resonator but neglects radiation losses at the end of the resonator: 

r(t) = 
fort> r 

(D-31) 

0 fort ~ r 
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with L =Lp+ Dp, r = 2L/eo, rp = H/Vi and: 

(Ji:+(T-1)J[; 
a= ' 

~ 
(D-32) 

where lv and lt are the viscous and thermal charaderistic lengths (in air at 20° C, 
lv = 4.0 x 10-8 m and lt = 5.6 x 10-8 m) and 1 is the Poisson constant, ratio of 
speci:fic heats at constant pressure and volume respectively (I = 1.4). One has to 
he careful with the use of this reflection function for calculation of the flow in the 
pipe since this function will allow an arbitrary DC component of Qin· This behaviour 
does not enable todetermine correctly the flow repartition at the flue exit. In a more 
elaborate model that includes the oscillations of the jet, it would also cause problems 
in determining the jet displacement. This issue is discussed extensively in the study 
of Valeriu (1992). 

For the sake of simplicity, we assumed in our calculations that friction has a 
negligible effect on the value of the charaderistic impcdanee Ze and therefore that 
it is equal to p0 eo. We do not have however, at the present time, a clear idea of the 
implications of this approximation on the solution of the problem. Equation (D-30) 
then simplifies to: 

( PoCo ) (PoCo ) PP 0, t) = SP Qin + r(t * Sp Qin + Pp(O, t) , (D-33) 

which is similar to the expression proposed by Mclntyre et al. (1983). 
To complete the model the pressure at the origin is related to the pressure at the 

entrance of the pipe by taking into account the effects of inertia at the entrance of 
the resonator: 

_ (O t) _ p8in 8Qp(O, t) 
Pm Pp ' - Sm 8t . (D-34) 

The flow Qi is computed from Bernoulli's equation (Eq. (D-12)) and the value 
of the pressure Pm in the mouth and PJ in the foot of the pipe at the previous time 
step. The other parameters are found by solving simultaneously Eqs. (D-13), (D-25), 
(D-33), and (D-34). 

Simulations of the pressure signals at the entrance of the pipe obtained with this 
model are compared to the experimental data in Figs. D.5b and D.6b. In both cases, 
the amplitude of the initial pulse is close to that of the calculated pressure signal. 
Furthermore, the peak pressure is reached at the moment of maximum jet velocity 
variation as we should expect (see Fig. D.4). The pressure then gradually drops 
towards zero as the jet velocity stabilises. The reflected signa! from the pipe is very 
clearly seen on the simulated pressure signa! corresponding to the fast opening. In the 
case of the slow opening of the valve it is not apparent since the jet velocity variations 
still generate significant acoustic waves, which dominate the pressure signa!, when the 
initia! pulse comes back after a round trip in the resonator. 

The simulated signals are in good agreement with the experimental data during 
the first milliseconds of sound. Afterwards, in both cases, the pressure drops much 
more rapidely in the experimental data. Flow visualizations equivalent to the ones 
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presented in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 and corresponding to the pressure signals of Figs. D.5 
and D.6 show that this moment coincides exactly with the initial jet-labium interac
tion. At this instant a vortex is shed at the labium which induces, as can he deduced 
from the direction of rotation of the vortex, a negative pressure pulse. This is fol
Iowed by subsequent bursts at regular time intervals each time that the jet hits the 
labium. Consistently with the observations we made from the flow visualizations, the 
jet-labium interaction is delayed in the case of the manual opening of the valve. 

D.5.5 Jet velocity fluctuations during steady-state operation 

In models that describe the behaviour of flue organ pipes, the jet velocity is usually 
considered to he constant during steady-state operation. The jet velocity fluctuations 
are however important and they provide acoustic work. The jet velocity is determined 
by the difference between the pressure Pm in the mouth of the pipe exit and the 
pressure PJ in the foot. During steady-state operation, the amplitude of the pressure 
measured under the labium is approximately equal to the mean pressure in the foot 
(see Figs. 6.4a, 6.4b, 6.5a and 6.5b ). The amplitude of the pressure signal Pm at 
the flue exit is estimated to he equal to 2/3 of that of the driving pressure PJ· 
This assumption is based on Coltrnan's (1976) acoustic pressure measurements in 
the mouth of a flue organ pipe similar to our pipe and will he used throughout 
this paper. These pressure variations can therefore he expected to induce significant 
fluctuations of the jet velocity. 

An equation descrihing the jet velocity fluctuations can he found by using the 
Bernoulli equation. If the different variables are represented as the sum of a mean 
value (x} and a time dependent term x', Eq. (D-12) becomes after linearisation: 

dvj 1 } 2 } I I ( } I 
polc dt + 2,Po(vi + Po(vi vi + Pm = PJ + PJ· (D-35) 

By separating the steady term and the first order terms of the fluctuations in 
Eq. (D-35), the following relationships are obtained: 

1 2 
(PJ) = 2,Po(vi) , (D-36) 

(D-37) 

If it is supposed that the foot of the pipeis supplied by a constant flow souree Se po( Vj}, 
the mass conservation law applied between the entrance of the foot and the flue exit 
gives, after linearisation: 

(D-38) 

where V1 is the volume of the foot and p'm_ and pj the density fluctuations in the mouth 
and the foot of the pipe. Eliminating the densities in Eq. (D-38) with the constitutive 
equation p' = c5p' and combining this new equation with the time derivative of 
Eq. (D-37), the following relationship is obta.ined: 
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(D-39) 

.. where: 

The foot therefore acts like a damped Helmholtz resonator with natural angular 
frequency w0 and a quality factor inversely proportional to the mean jet velocity. The 
damping factor, which is induced by the mean flow, is somehow unexpected since no 
loss mechanism was assumed explicitely. The damping was in fact introduced when 
the pressure at the flue exit was assumed to he the same as the pressure Pm at 
the mouth. lndeed, this is due to the formation of a jet corresponding to a Kutta 
condition (Paterson 1987) at the edges of the flue exit. This condition states that 
the velocity at an edge should remain finite which implies tangential flow separation 
and the shedding of vorticity in the main flow at the boundary between the rnaving 
fluid and stagnant fluid outside the jet. The jet velocity fluctuations result into a 
modulation of the vorticity shed at the edges which implies the lossof kinetic energy 
for the acoustic field as shown by Cummings and Eversman (1983). 

The amplitude of the jet velocity fluctuations can he calculated from Eqs. (D-36) 
and (D-37). Assuming harmonie motion, x' = xeiwt where x is a complex amplitude, 
the following relationship is obtained: 

(D-40) 

with: 

wlc 
Sr= (vj), (D-41) 

where Sr is the Strouhal number. For typical experimental conditions ( (PJ) = 180 
Pa), the Strouhal number for our organ pipeis of the order of 5. This yields, assuming 
that the pressure fluctuations pj in the foot can he neglected which implies that the 
playing frequency is far from the natural angular frequency w0 of the foot of the pipe, 
that the component of the jet velocity fluctuations in opposition of phase with the 
acoustic movement at the mouth represents about 20% of the amplitude of the total 
fluctuations. The flue channel length is seen to have a considerable influence on the 
amplitude of the jet velocity fluctuations since the Strouhal number is proportional 
to this parameter. When the channellength is decreased, the component of the jet 
velocity fluctuations out of phase with the a.coustic movement increases because of a 
smaller inertia in the channel. The volume of the foot is another parameter that can 
he used to control the velocity fluctuations since it determines its natural frequency 
and hence the amplitude of the pressure varia.tions in the foot of the pipe. 

The average power (Pv() dissipated by the jet velocity fluctuations can he calcu-
J 

la.ted from Eq. (D-40), experimental mea.surements of the pressure difference between 
the foot a.nd the mouth of the pipe and the following expression: 
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(D-42) 

A simple explicit formulation of the average power (Pv•) is found if the pressure vari-
J 

ations in the foot can he neglected compared to the pressure variations at the mouth 
and if the first mode is assumed to dominate. Furthermore, for our experimental pipe, 
the amplitude of the acoustic signal at the flue exit is estimated to he of the order of 
2/3 of the mean driving pressure (p,). Using these approximation and Eqs. (D-36), 
(D-40) and (D-42), the following expression is found: 

(D-43) 

The power dissipated hy the jet velocity fluctuations increases non-linearily with the 
driving pressure (PJ) and deercases non-linearly with the frequency. Calculations 
made from Eq. (D-43) for our experimental pipe and for a mean driving pressure 
(PJ) of 180 Pa give losses of the order of 3 x 10-4 W. 

The importance of the losses associated with the fluctuating jet velocity can he 
appreciated hy comparing them to the loss mechanisms usually considered, that is to 
say the radiative and visco-thermic losses. The power radiated hy the fundamental 
calculated hy Fahre (1992) for the same experimental conditions as precedently, is 
equal to 8 x 10-5 W. For the fundamental the visco-thermic losses are approximately 
three times as important as the radiative losses (Fahre 1992) which gives losses of 
approximately 2.5 x 10-4 W. These calculations show that the losses associated with 
the jet velocity fluctuations can he expected to he of the same order of magnitude 
as the radiative and visco-thermic losses. They therefore represent a non-negligihle 
damping mechanism for the acoustic oscillations in the resonator. 

D.6 Jet formation time and initia! defl.ection 

D.6.1 Jet formation time 

For a time-domain simulation of the transient of flue organ pipes that would take 
into account the effects of vortex sheding at the lahium, it is important to he ahle to 
determine the moment at which the forming jet reaches the lahium. This can he clone 
hy different methods. Experimentaly, it appears that the lahium has no influence on 
the front position hefore it reaches the lahium. Measurements of the front horizontal 
position x 1 with and without the lahium are presented in Fig. 5.8 and the two data 
series clearly overlap. lts presence will therefore he neglected for the estimation of 
the horizontal position. 

An upper limit is calculated hy assuming flow separation at the flue exit and 
a uniform jet width. The front position (x 1 )max is then given hy a simple time 
integration of the jet velocity at the flue exit: 

(D-44) 
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where the velocity Vj is calculated for given pressure signals PJ and Pm by using the 
Bernoulli equation (see Section D.5.2). A lower limit is found by assuming that the 
flue exit acts as a point souree of a potential flow Qj{t) flowing in a semi-infinite space . 
The jet front position (x J )min is then given (in a two-dimensional representation) by 
the following relationship: 

d(xJ)min _ Vjhe 

dt - 7r (X J )min. 
(D-45) 

which is equivalent to: 

(D-46) 

The front position (x J )max or (x J )min can therefore he calculated if the jet velocity 
is known. An approximation of the velocity Vj is found for small times, such that the 
effects of inertia domina te, by keeping only the first term in the right-hand si de of 
equation (D-12): 

r (PJ- Pm) 
Vj =Jo polc dr. (D-47) 

Assuming a constant foot pressure PJ and neglecting the pressure Pm in the mouth, 
we obtain: 

(x ) - .l!Lt2 

f max- 2polc (D-48) 

and 

(D-49) 

A better estimation of the front position is obtained by using a more elaborate 
two-dimensional model, called the second-order panel method (Hoeijmakers 1989), 
which takes into account the formation of vortices at both edges of the flue exit. 
The boundaries of the jet are represented by lines along which the vorticity is con
centrated. The velocity induced by the vorticity distribution is calculated by using 
the Biot Savart induction law. The front displacement can then he determined by 
integration of the velocity. 

The vortex front position calculated with those three methods as well as expe
rimental measurements are presented in Fig. 5.14 for a mechanical opening of the 
valve. The initial displacement of the front is well predicted by the three methods. 
As the front progresses, only the panel method remains accurate, and its position lies 
between the one predicted by the two simple models described above. 
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Figure D. 7: Idealised geometry of mouth of an organ pipe used for confor
mal mapping. 

D.6.2 Initial jet deflection 

113 

As was seen from the flow visualisations presented in Section D.4, the forming jet 
initially bcnds towards the exterior of the pipe. This deflection is stronger for a slow 
pressure rise in the foot than for a steep one. As was discussed previously, this jet 
behaviour seems to play an important role in the triggering of the transient since it 
determines if the jet will hit or miss the labium. In order to determine if there will 
initially he a contact between the jet and the labium, the vertical position of the jet 
when it passes the labium must therefore he calculated. 

Thc jet deflection can he viewed as being a consequence of the asymmetrie flow 
distribution between the exterior and the interior of the pipe. In Section D.5.3 this 
flow distribution was explained in terms of the difference between the low inertia of 
the air just outside the mouth and the compressibility of the air at the entrance of 
the pipe. This asymmetry between the flows Qin and Qout forces the jet to move 
towards the exterior of the pipe. The vertical distance travelled by the jet, when it 
reaches the labium, is therefore determined by the geometry of the mouth and the 
acceleration of the jet. 

It is possible, using the potential flow theory, to simulate this jet deflection if 
we consider the mouth as a diaphragm opening between a vertical wall and an half 
infinite horizontal plane representing the labium. The model proposed here is very 
crude but nevertheless enables to reproduce qualitatively the initia! behaviour of the 
jet. By using the Schwarz-Christoffel conformal mapping and the method of images, 
the following mapping of the idealised geometry of Fig. D. 7 in the z plane into the 
upper half of the w plane is found: 

z = ~ ( w + ~) , (D-50) 

z (( z )2 ) t w= w± w -1 ' (D-51) 

where Wis the distance between the origin and the labium. The jet flow at the flue 
exit is represented by a point souree Qi located at coordinate (0, y0 ) and the portion 
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Figure D.8: Jet deflection predicted by potential flow theory lor the last 
and slow valve opening of the valve. The upper limit is calculated by 
assuming Qin = 0 in the case of the slow valve opening. 

of the jet flow going into the pipe by a sink Qin located at infinity. This souree and 
sink determine a velocity field from which the trajectory of a partiele released at the 
flue exit can he calculated. 

An estimation of the jet deflection associated with the driving pressure histories 
shown inSection D.3 can he calculated by using the results of the acoustic simulations 
analogous to the one presented inSection D.5.4. At every time step, the value of the 
point souree and sink are replaced by the calculated value of the jet flow Qi and 
the portion Qin that goes into the pipe hence introducing the time dependency of 
the souree and sink. At regular time intervals, new particles are released at the flue 
exit. The jet deflection of the jet is found by plotting the position ( dx, dy) of every 
released particles at the moment when the horizontal distance travelled by the first 
one is equal to the distance between the flue exit and the labium. 

Results obtained by using this method are shown in Fig. D.8. In this example, 
the returning flow from the pipe was neglected in the computation of the flow Qin· 
lndeed, as was pointed out in Section D.5.4, the reflection function we use allows 
a DC component in the flow to propagate in the pipe which does not enable to 
evaluate correctly the flow repartition at the flue exit. As expected, the vertical 
distance travelled by the jet, when it reaches the labium, is greater in the case of 
the slow driving pressure rise than with the steep one. However, in both cases, this 
distance is too high in comparison with the flow visualizations, especially in the case 
of steep pressure rise. The height difference between the two curves at abscissa 4 mm 
is of about 0.4 mm. This value represents about half of the value observed in the 
flow visualizations presented in Section D.4 where the deflection difference between 
the two series of pictures is of the order of 1 mm. The fact that the predicted jet 
deflection y is too large is not unexpected, because the model corresponds to the 
calculation of the horizontal position Xmin· Hence the arrival time of the jet at the 
labium is an upper bound. The major concern is that the difference between the 
behaviours for fast and slow pressure rises is too small. In order to increase the 
deflection difference, we had to assume that the jet flow is directed entirely towards 
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the exterior of the pipe through the mouth ( Qin = 0). The upper limit in Fig. D.S was 
calculated with this assumption in the case of a slow valve opening. More elaborated 
simulations, taking into account complex aspects of the flow such as vortex formation 
and friction at the walls and using the same values of the flow distribution at the flue 
exit as in the exemple of Fig. D.S, predicted jet deflections close the the experimental 
measurements but still a too small height difference between the steep and smooth 
pressure rise. This constitutes a limitation of the simple acoustic model of Fig. D.2. 
lndeed, even though it is able to predict the amplitude of the pressure pulse due 
to the initial volume injection, it only enables to describe qualitatively the initia} 
movement of the jet. 

D.7 Condusion 

In this paper we have related different events of the jet formation to the pressure signal 
measured at the entrance of the pipe during the first phase of the initia} transient. 
Using a simple acoustic model, it was shown that the volume injection into the mouth 
of the pipe which accompanies the formation of the jet provides the initia} acoustic 
wave at the entrance of the resonator. The flow visualizations presented in this paper 
show that the forming jet bends towards the exterior of the pipe. This behaviour is 
related to an asymmetrie flow distribution between the exterior and interior of the 
pipe caused by the difference between the low inertia of the air at the mouth and the 
compressibility of the air at the entrance of the resonator. The vertical height reached 
by the jet when it passes at the level of the labium was related to the steepness of 
the pressure rise. This is an important parameter to consider since it determines if 
the jet hits the labium. lndeed, when it does, a vortex is shed at the labium which 
drastically affects the shape of pressure signal during the attack transient. 

These features of the initia} jet behaviour could explain why organ builders use 
ears around the mouth of the pipe. The ears, by increasing the inertia around the 
mouth, have two effects. First, they increase the amplitude of the initia} pressure 
pulse and second they force the jet to follow a straighter trajectory and to hit the 
labium. They therefore contribute to produce a sharper transient with richer har
monie content. Hence by using ears , the organ buider can obtain a sharp attack 
transient with a relatively low labium position. This position of the labium is cru
cial for the amount of even harmonies generated in the steady-state sound spectra 
(Fletcher & Rossing 1991, Fabre 1992). 

It is difficult, once the jet has touched the labium, to relate precisely the events 
of the flow visualization to the pressure signal. lndeed, the returning signal from the 
pipe has to he taken into account and the newly formed jet is unstable. 

During steady-state operation, the pressure variations at the flue exit were found 
to induce non-negligible jet velocity fluctuations. This phenomena results into a 
damping mechanism that increases non-linearly with the driving pressure. As the 
phase difference between the jet velocity fluctuations and the acoustic pressure at the 
mouth is determined by the inertia of the air mass in the flue channel, the length of 
this channel determines the importance of these losses. This could he a reason why 
recorders generally have long flue channels. 
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Table 1: Measured and calculated passive resonance frequencies of our experimental organ 
pipe. 

measured resonance resonance frequencies calculated resonance frequencies 
frequencies with Eq. (D-4) with losses 

(Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 

514 514 514 
1057 1044 1044 
1597 1591 1592 
2157 2152 2154 
2741 2720 2725 
3292 3294 3303 
3913 3871 3886 
4460 4450 4472 
5063 5031 5062 
5657 5613 5653 
6240 6195 6247 


